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AT TRIMBLE ST.
-*A
Methodist Women of Memphis
Conference in Session
Today's SeNS1OD Desoted to Organi.
antler o• loaratinal GreetInga
of Members.
ANNUAL SERMON IS TONIGHT
Nearly 80 delegates from all the
Methodist Episcopal churches (south
of the Memphis conference reached
Paducah today to attend the Home
Mission society meeting. At 2 O'clock
the first session was held at the
Trimble street church, Mrs. Sue M.
Mooney, of Dresden, Tenn., wife of
the former pastor of the Third Street
Methodist church, is president, and
presiding at the opening session. The
organization, calling of the roll, pre-
sentation of credentials and a social
half hour comprise the day's work.
Tonight the Rev. G. W. Banks,
pastor of the Trimble Street church,
will preach the annual sermon. The
address of welcome will be delivered
by Mrs. Eva J. Washburn, of the
Trimble street chttrch. The reply will
be made by Mrs. W. C. Sellers, of
Memphis.
Three sessions a day will he held
until the conference closes Friday or
Saturday.
• Officers and Delegates.
The oMeers of the conference In
attendance are: Mrs. S. F. 'Mooney,
Dresden, Tenn., president; Mrs. D. D.
Humphrey, Daaville, Tenn., second
ce president; Mrs. J. C. Speight ,
Mayfield, third vice president; Mrs.
T. H. Temple, Jaekson, Tenn., treas-
urer; Mies Roes Witherspoon, Jac k -
eon , Tenn., cor reepen di ng secretary ;
Mrs. D. 7.1. Patterson, Mayfield. su-
perintendent of press work; Mrs A.
S. Carpenter, abaylield, superintend.
ent of supplies; Mrs. J. H. Roberts,
Jackson, Tenn., librarian.
The district seeretariee here axe:
Mrs, E. B. Ramsey, Memphis; Mess
Jennie Tanner, B row novele, Tenn.;
Mrs, Ben Thompson, Paris; Ws, J.
B. Seve, Lexiagton, Tenn.; Mrs, E.
E. Brelaford, Paducah.
The delegates are: Miss Georgia
Gate, Mee •Stokley Hays, Miss Mar-
tha Tuggle, -Mrs, - Carrie Smit h, MTS.
J. F. Blalock, Mra. Louie Powell, Mrs:
J. L. Richards, Mrs. W. B. Dent um,
Mrs. W. C. Sellers, Mrs. L. A. Louts,
(Mrs. M. C. Peckham, Mrs. J. R. Alli-
son. Mrs. J. W. Prescott, Mrs. J. A.
Keller, Mass Margarette Scott, Mrs.
W. J. Hunt, Mrs. E. 0. Harold., Mrs.
J. W. Craddock, Mrs. J. L. Bassett,•
Mrs. D. C. Newman, Mrs. V. B. and-
eon, 'Mrs T. R. Lbenbye, Mrs. R.
King, Mrs. George Lyle, Mrs. W. B.
Douglas, Mrs. J. L. Rawlins, Mira.
Ellen Lanier, Mrs. Maggie McCor
mark. Mrs. J. V. Porte, Mrs. II. B.
(Continued on page 4.)
COLD STORAGE BI1LDING'
WILL BE ERECTED SOON
Henry H.Arens and James E. Eng-lish have formed a copartnersbip toengage in the cash commission bro-
kerage business., and bay opened
temporary offices at 106 Broadway.They have pans under consideration
for the erection of a two story stor-age warehouse and office, and will
let the contract for its erection as
soon as they decide on the site. They
have several now under considera-
tion;
FIRST GAME OF TENNIS
WILL BE PLAYED TODAY
The first game of tennis win be
played on tee High school courts
this afternoon. For the past several
days all the spare moments of the
High full ool boys have been spent
In smoothing the ground, until now
It is in fair condition. Today only
the posts remain to be put In place
and this afternoon after school hours
the pupl's will get the enjoyment
from their wank. '
WORK ON LIBRARY LAWN
WILL BE STARTED AT ONCE
Work of sodding the terrace of the
public library yard and patching the
amen will be deitse at once. President
E. W. Begby letting the ootrtract to-
day. He vrtir consult with City En-
gine erVaashington iO a few ears In
regard to paving the alley between
the ilbeary property and Grace !tree-
tops,' churob,
WEATHER FORECAST.
C C3011.3-
Partly cloudy tonight and Wednes-
day. Continued warm. Highest
temperature yesterday, 84; lowest to-
day, titi,
COMMISSION BUSY.
Washington, March 26. —On
account ofthe pressure of busi-
ness under the new railroad rate
law the Interstate' CO mmerce
commission has set aside Mon-
day as "decision day." R is
planned to devote Mondays ex-
clusively to general meetings,
when enSeS heard may be thresh-
ed over and at the conclusion de-
cisions announced.
BALLOON TRIP.
Washington, March 26.— A
'balloon trip from -Washington to
the Mississippi valley is being
planned by the signal corps.
The ascension will be made
about May I. Protislons will be
taken for a three or four days'
trip. The balloon will be the
largest the signal corps ever
used. (laptain Charles Chandler
will be in charge of the trip, ac-
compimied by four others.
PRA-WE READY.
Algiers, March 26.— Fololw-
ing instructions from Paris,
preparation is being hurried to-
day to send a column of trocnies
to 011a, Monacan, if it becomes
necessary _for France to seine the
town to enforce its deniand for
satisfaction for killing Dr. Mahe
chauch. A flying squadron is
being fitted out ready to move at
the word from Paris.
BURNS HIf.RSELF.
Mt. Vernon, Ohio, March 26.
—Mrs. Louise Wise, 62 years
old, isms bruised to death in her
home this morning. Her char-
red body was found on the floor
near the bed. She was an in-
valid and it is believed she set'
lire to the bed with suicidal in-
tent km,
DPW:RATH/N.
Washington, March 20.—
President Roosevelt today ap-
pointed as members of the immi-
gration eommismiou. which will
investigate affairs abroad this
summer, Commissioner Lather
Neill, Professor Jenks, of Cor-
nell University; • William /1
Wheeler. of California. The
members already designated by
congress are Senators Dilling-
ham, Lodge and Larmer, and
Representatives Bennett, Burn-
ett, and Howell..
NO STRIKE.
Pallallin, March 26.—There
Is no strike in the ea mil zone
among the workmen. However
there aas a general demand of
canal employes for more pay.
Secretary Taft will talk over the
matter with the workmen while
here,
INTOLERABLE.
Washington, March 26.— An
intolerable condition is being
created in Central America.
From the American leyintion at
Tegucigalpa capitol of Hondu-
ras, the report comets that Peal-
dent Bonilla, after a disastrous
tight at Choluta, has reorganized
his army, preparing to continue
the war, with Nicaragua. Ttp
triumphant a ouncement from
tee victorious Nicarnguans that
Bonin^ is fleeing from the
country is apparently prema-
ture. The report from Nicaragu-
an entree* that President Ze-
lnya hiss occupied the Honduran
repeal, is probably correct.
GRAIN MARKET.
cin. innate 0., March 26.
Wheat, 78 1-2; corn, 45 1-2;
oats, 47.
'COLLEGE UNION
IDEA EXPLAINED
Institutions of Higher Edu
cation Belong
Effort On Part of To Trustees To
Compel Board To Discharge
Principal.
HAVE DOMINATED POLICIES
It is understood that the election
of High school teachers will not be
gone into by the school board at the
April meeting, but three principals
Prof. W. H. Sugg, Prof. C. A. Nor-
veil and Prof. W. P. Johnson, will
be elected. None of them, probably,
will be assigned but the responsibil-
ity for the selection of one of the
number to be High school principal
will be shifted to the shoulders of
Superintendent-elect Carnagey.
It is also given out that two mem-
bers of the board have it in for
Prof.. A. M. Ragsdale for reasons not
connected with his -work in the
school room, and they have intimat-
ed through representatives of the
press, who record their views, that
the board will drop a certain princi-
pal this year, although no folinal ac-
tion has been taken. It has leaked
out, of course, that the principal is
Professor Ragsdale. These two trus-
tees have, ever since th organization
of the board in January, given ad-
vance Information on the action of
the board, before the other trustees
have been apprised of the contem-
plated action. Since they have here-
tofore successfully dominated the
action of the board, it is generally
believed their colleagues will tamely
acquiesce in whatever plans the two
have arranged.
Election of Teacher.
These two members,however, seem
to have struck a snag in choosing a
successor to Miss Jessie Rook, whose
resfenation has been tendered. Su-
periatendeut Lieb, realizing that any
recommendation of his for tee place
would meet with opposition from the
leaders, simply referred the resigna-
tion to the board and asked for the
will of the trustees in the matter,
since for him to name a temporary
aubstitete, who would be dropped in
a few weeks, would amount simply to
multiplying confusion. The two trus-
tees signed a recommendation, but
their colleague on the committee de-
clined to be bound and two names
will go before the board unless a
compromise is reached shortly. Sev-
eral caucuses have been held during
the past week.
College Union.
What Is' meant by the "college un-
ion" in the rule prescribing the
qualifications for principal of the
High school, has bothered patrons,
who do net understand tho term.
The "college union" is simply a ros-
ter of those institutions of higher
education which make certain re-
quirements for entrance examination.
require a certain number of hours
for graduation and degrees and
mite up to a standard in their stud-
ies and teaching axed by the union.
There are many go-called colleges,
which are really not equal to the
Paducah High school. Center coilege
Is the only Kentucky institution be-
longing tO 'the "College union."
LUNACY INQUEST
FOR HARRY THAW
New York, March . 26.--Justice
Fitzgerald this afternoon decided to
appoint a tom TillietPion to determine
the status of Harry Thaw's present
mental oorediticm. If the commission
declares him sane the trial will pro-
ceed. It probably wiletake a couple
of weeks before the report of the
commission vele be presented to the
eourt.
EMPLOYERS' LIABILITY
ACT UPHELD BY JUDGE,
Macon, Ga., March 24 -Judge Em
ory Speer today In a derision In the
oasis of Lucy. Snead, adminlstratrlx,
against the Central of Georgia Vail-
way company, tiphelid the eonstitte
tionailty of the employe4',,
set pasted by the test congre'eul. Title
dt,elflintl Is opposed to there of Untied
States Judge Evans at Louisville and
Judge '340klell at Memphis, who atsleave tire set repugnant to the eon-
*satiation of the Untied States, ,him.
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—Berryman In Washington Stars
CITY ORDINANCES BRAVE ENGINEER FALSE ENTRIES
ARE CONFUSING SAVES HIS TRAIN1 COUNTS UPHELD
General Couhcil May be Called
on to Reenact Many When
Hon. E. H. Puryear Com-
pletes Revision
AMENDMENTS ON AMENDMENTS.
It is probable that the present gen-
eral council will be called upon to
re-enact nearly every bit of legisla-
tion now in effect in Paducah. This
will be necessitated by the complica-
tions, resulting from amendments on
amendments to ordinances, that ren-
der the laws almost unintelligible.
Hon. E. H. Puryear is working on
a revision of the ordinances. They
aAve not been thoroughly codified
for some years. He is classifying the
laws from the beginning, and he
finds the work not only tedious but
quite difficult, beeause succeeding
councils have heaped amendments
unto ordinances nullifying certain
provisions and in some Instances
abrogating entire ordinances.
In order to make the city laws
fear, it will be necessary for the
general council to take tiaose,which
have been amended, and re-enact
them, embodying the amendments in
the original ordinance, and leaving
out those parts which have- been ren-
dered null and void.
Judge Puryear has been devoting
close attention to this work the last
few weeks, and will complete the
task this summer, and possibly be-
fore.
ritESE BOYS ARE TWINS
BUT ARE NOT BROTHERS.
The thirteenth anniversary of
Masten' lJnis Orr and Walter Hells
Troutman will be celebrated today at
the residence of J. Wes Troutman,
county assessor, 705 South Third
street. The boys were born on the
same day anti in the same hour. They
attend the same school and are in the
*tame cetera. Their parents are J.
Wes Orr, the grocer. and J. Wes
Trouttmen, county eseepeor.
Prisoner an Ugly Cuidomer.
Patro:man William Rogers shot
several times kite the air to frighten
EN Koelkng. colored, charged with
whipping his wife, last evendng at
Keeling's home, Eleventh street be-
tween Burnett and leloornw streets.
The negro wee supplied with a revol-
ver and anapaed it twice but it failed
to explode. Rogers and his partner.
Ereast HSI, laid in wait for time. MP-
gro end later susweeded in catching
1'
Lee Eaker. of Paducah, Stivi W. B. Smith, Former President
Fast Passenger Just in Time' of Western National Bank,
to Avert Collision in Yards
at Memphis
HE AND FIREMAN TOTTY HURT.
Memphis, 1March 26.—An almost
miraculous escape from instant death
was experienced by- 200 passengers
on the second section of train FOS of
the Illinois Central rellroad yester-
day morning as it dashed at high
speed into the north yards of this
city. The narrow escape was hardly
realized by the passengers themselves,
owing to the great presence of mied
displayed by Lee Baker, the engineer
in whose hands the fate of his pas-
sengers rested.
The" track appeared to be clear,
and Baker, with his eyes faiettned
on the track and alert to the moats-
ion, started for the Poplar street sta-
tion, and on rounding the Curve near
the new plant of the Merchants' Pow-
er company was horrified to see a
switching crew backing some melt
and, baggage ears from a siding to
the track down which he was speed-
ing.
When be made the discovery the
engine was not more than seventy-
five bards from the ears being swIteh-
ed. Esker set the air brake on the
emergency, and tn an insta.nt the
train ems standing against the ears
whieb'otratructed the track.
The fact that the brakes respond-
ed quickly saved many lives, as not
one of the paesengere was Injured,
and none of the crew except the ea
gineer and his fireman, W. C. Totty,
who, after doing all that could he
done to save their train, jumped to
the ground. Baker serained both
ankles and legs badly and Tatty is
suffering from one sprained ankle.
Felker was lying by the track about
thirty-five yards from Stem the en-
gine was standing. He wee given ev-
ery aid that could be tendered him
under the oirrumstances, but whale
being admInisctored to his first ems-
(ion was, "How is my fireman? Is
Totty hurt? He had no chance; the
other train was right against his side
of the rub''
Engineer Eaker is a brother of
Jame,' Eaker, county aaller, and livea
at Ewa* oad Harrison tercets. Fire-
Must Stand Trial on Next
Thursday
SEVERAL tOCNTS STRICKEN.
Louisville, March 26.--(Specia31—
Judge Walter Evans in the federal
court this morning sustained a de-
murrer to counts 7. 8. 9. 10 and 11
against W. B. Smith, formerly presi-
dent of the Western National bank,
and overruled the demurrers to
counts 1, 2, It, 4, 5 and 6. The
mine) which are dismissed, charge
Smith with the misapplication of the
funds of tee bank. The counts sus-
tained charge him with making false
entices. The penalties for the two
offenses are the same. Smith will Co
on trial Thursday on the remaining
six
unix ARTHUR SIMON'S
CONDITION UNCHANGED
Little change Is noticeable in the
condition of Arthur Simon, the a-
year-old boy, who was run down by
an automobile at Fourth street and
Broadway Sunday afternoon. He
rested well last night, but Is suffer-
ing some pain today. His mother sat
up with him all night at Ftiverskle
hospital. Attending physicians say
his condition is not alarming, but it
will require another day or two to
determine whether or not he sustain-
ed internal ininefes.
BUILDING OPERATIONS
ARE TAKING ON A BOOM.
a •The fine, open weather of the pate
few weeks has stimulated work in all
building and construction lines, and
there is not an Idle man in the city-.
The brick yards have orders for all
the bricks they can turn out, and It
is probable that there will he as much
building and reconstruction work
done this year as there has been in
any pest yenr. The architects report
many plans now under consideration.
Valve Pretense.. Cbarged.
Mary Anderson, colored, of Seventh
end- Tennessee streets, was arrested
yesterday afternoon by Constable A.
C. Rhelton, (*barged, with oteeinangman Thtts lives on Goebel avenue. money by ftell"e pietenweit. She is
charged with necureng groceries from
Both have Viten ',roue* home.
.1. J. Wilkins laet: winter. ailleaine
that effie worked - •Mr and 21e. Ed Purdue, of 432 -Tenaeasee *rpm -- • •
a fine box,:
BIG FIELD DAY FOR
COMMERCIAL CLUB
Committees and Directors Out
on Missionary Work
Three Thousand Greater Pada. nil
Badges Are. Seen On Streets
Today.
P
STRANGERS ARE INThatrATED
I I AM FOR GREATER PADU-
CAH.
COMMERCIAL CLUB rucLe
Ir• • •
Neat badges with this legend in
red are seen everywhere on the
streets of Paducah today, and stran-
gers and traveling men, who just
dropped in and did not know what
was going on, inquired the meaning
of the badges. When they were in-
formed they complimented the spirit
Some of them said they would sug-
gest the idea to home. folks. Every-
one of. the strangers around the ho-
tels, when informed of the meaning
and purpose of the 3.000 badges they
saw on the streets, began to inquire
into Paducah's resources, her com-
mercial advantages, and the size and
growth of the city.
Broadway was full of people wear-
ing badges all day. Visitors at the
Commercial club headquarters all
morning showed the interest taken in
the Field Day.
At 1:30 o'clock about 50 commit-
teemen and the directors met, and
after a few minutes' conference dis-
persed -to their respective districts.
The city is divided into seventeen
districts today, with a committee
over each district. The committees
are visiting every man in their dis-
tricts this afternoon, and reports
to the effect that they are doing
fective missionary work.
As an example of the interest
are
be-
Mg displayed, Manager H. J. Jef-
fery, of the Home Telephone compa-
ny, called at the Commercial club
headquarters this morning, paid a
year's dues and donated the use of
the telephone service for one year.
I. C. MACHINISTS WANT MORE.
Question of Increase in Wages Now
Up to Officials.
The machinists and blacksmiths on
the Illinois Central system, Including
Chaise on the Yazoo and Missiappi
Valley railway, have asked, for an in-
crease in wages for the coming year.
The present wages are said to range
from .11 1,4 cents to 36 cents an hour.
The advance asked for wal amount ta
a fiat increase of at least 10- per cent.
The agreement at present in force
does not expire until Uttrie 1, and
there seems little doubt that is settle-
ment of the matter will be reachod
amicably lung before that time.
The question was submitted by the
men to :tient officials aering the' past
week, end has been refeered - to the
higher operating officials in Chicago,
where it is being considered The
carmen on the system asked for an
advance some time ago, and a settles
talent satisfactory to them was reach-
ed last week, after a conference nab%
was held at Jackson, Tenn.
PLANT BURNS.
R. G. Morrow's Furniture Concern at
Memphis Loam
ale m ph la. March 2.--Three' sec-
tions of the two and tree-story brick
warehouse of the Memphis Furniture
company's plant. Southern railway
and Florence avenue, were destroyed
by fire yesterday. The total kiss to
the warehome end contents is esti.-
mated by officials 11....the company at
$105,.000, fully onveriet by insurance.
R. 0 Morrow, peseldlent of the con-
corn, was formerly bookkeeper for
the Paducah Furniture oompany, and
is a brother of MI/4S Emma Morrow,
Earth and Jefferson streets.
CARVINTERS' DEM IND.
They AA tor 874 Cents for light
Hour Day—Now MS tent,
'or.ir-iwrIteris are as& tog
for a p4.1.41 from
for an eis4taaa--
a5 nerds an hour
" to 371e cent*
,it expires neat
bios been re,
motors.
a
FAGS TWO.
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That hacking cough continues
Because your system is exhausted andyour powers of resistance weakened.
Take Scott's Emulsion.
It builds up and strengthens your entire system.
400 it contains Cod Liver Oil and Hypophosphites so401 prepared that it is easy to take and easy to digest.
ALL DRUGGISTS: 150c. AND 11 .00
Chi:Kentucky
Eis/TM PkIONIA4 6441
TO=NIGHT
And Balance of Week
•
Matinee Tunin,
-MADAM SAT
-14."---lane Request.)
WILLARD 'MACK
—And
MAUDE LEONE
Supported by a Company of
SuperlaIive Artists
I. a Wks of Sfaadard High Class Plays
or 1'01164111.
1NEWS OF KENTUCKY
Railroad Men Are Out.
Somerset. Ky.. Mat-ch 2G.--A num-
ber of the union men of the Queen &
Cresicent shops are on a strike oxi ac-
count of the failme• of the company
to discharge "ante non-union men.
The botere makers and machinists are
still at work in the roundhouse, but
aliSthe shop. helpers are out. There
re over 200 men invoived in the
strike.
Shot for Skating 05 Pavement.
Lexington, Ky., March 26.— An-
gered because Julius Co:IT,. a negro
boy, used the pavement in front of
her res!dence for rallerskating, Mrs.
-Eve Gilbert, on Wet Sixth street,
Met hint, inflicting a fatal wound.
Mrs. Gilbeet, when locked tie, denied
. that she had* purposely shot the noTHE LITTLE MINISTER .„o, who, slit said, provoked her with
Matinee prIges--Children 10 cents,
adults 25 cents.
Night Prices -15c, 25c, 35c and 50c
Seats are now on sale.
HIS DAY OF REST.
Es never had time to rest and he
never ad time to play;
When a man should be at 'his best
he wilts old and wrinkled and
grayi
Ile neverad time to care how others
were getting along,
Ilo nevet had time to share the joy
of the singer's song.
He layered early and late, rudely
puehing ahead;
Pleasure, he thought could wait; he
would seek it. some day, he said,
Deaf te the cries of those who strug-
gled in vain below, .
He 'soaped new woe on their woes,
permitting his greed to grow.
eipihrsirreAsse., He never had time to pause for the
N
s. purpose of giving praise;
He craved no public applause nor
hunted for peaceful ways;
never had time to taste the
sweetness that the lover sings,
ne never had time to taste the
sweetness that the kindness
brings.
Capital
Surplus
Stockholders liability .
lidS cusses.
Saves Her Baby.
Hickman, Ky., March 26.— Fire
broke out Saturday in Watson's res-
taurant at the end of the main busi-
ness, street. The fire started in a
back upetairs room and was not die-
covered until it was under great head
way. Mrs. Luther Watson, the pro-
prieter's wife, was In the kitchen get-
ting dinner when the cook discovered
the fire. Mrs. Watson's two-year-
old baby was upstairs asleep, and she
ran up the back stairs through the
flames and- reecued the baby. Her
hair caught on fire, and her arms
were burned to hei elbows. After
much hard flatting the fire was ex-
tinguished, but all the rooms up-
stairs were wrecked. These were the
railread men's quarters. The fixtures
and goods of the restaurant below
were saved. Insurance on the build-
ing, but bone on thesettrnishings.
Cupid Busy at Central City.
Central City, Ky., March 26.—A
number of pretty girls are to he mar-
ricd within a short time. The fleet of
these marriages was that of Miss
Bertie Lie, the pretty daughter of
Crept. W. S. Little, which took place
on the evening of the 23d at the home
of the bride, when she became the
',vire of Mr. 0. W. Miller, a prominent
young business man of Baton Rouge,
La. Immediately After the ceremony
the bridal party left for their new
home In the south.
The second marriage will be on the
evening of March 27th, seheu Mrs.
Hendrie, one of the most 'emu-
lar ladies of this city will become the
bride Mr. C. M. Mallum, of the Cres-
cent Coal company, of [levier, Ky.
This ceremony will be performed at
Anchorage by the Rev. G. F. Dell, a
former pastor of the bride, and Mr.
and Ilea Mallum will be at home in
Central City after' April le.
On Wednesday evening next M. as
Mary Elrz.abeth Freeman, the hand-
some daughter of °ape and Mrs. J.
K. Freeman, of this eley, will be mar.
Tied to Mr. C. W. Kramer, a prom-
inent young business man of Louis-
ville. This wedding will take place
in Louisville; and Mr. and Mrs. Kre-
mer will be et home In Louisville
after April 15.
Sometime during the month of
April, Mies Edith Breaks, one of eee-
tral fairest daughters, will be
married to Mr. Alfred Wooten, one of
Central City's prominent young bust-
Trees men. Mr, and Mrs. Wooten will
reside In Central City, Ky.
Subscribe for TbeS81111.
P. PUr7Ser
He
He hurried early and late, roughly
pushing ahead;
Pleasure, be thought, could wait; be
would seek it some day, he said;
Old and wrinkled and gray when a
man should be at his best.
Be died on the dismal day when he
meant to begin Ms rest.
—Chicago Record-Herald.
An Egg Drawing.
A most successful egg game for
children or grown people is to draw
the outline of a large egg on squares
of pasteboard, providing one for each
guoet and presontitrg them at the
same time with sticks of charcoal
and instructions to make out of the
- skeleton of the egg a picture of some
animal. It Is surprising how meaty
daughable and really clever sketches
will be the result,
"Suits to protect cattle." she read
aloud; "now Isn't that nice of the
government? I 'suppose they will
furnish each of the poor, dear rows
with a blanket." Satisfied with this
gliname at the news of the greet
world, she turned to the realities of
the fashion column.—Philadelphta
Ledger.
Never judge what a woman wants
to do by the things she does.
F. Paxton,
President.
R. Rudy,
Onsliter. Aillisti.nt Cashier.
CITIZENS' SAVINGS BANK
In cor por•ted
$100,000
 • • is   50,000
  100,000
Total security to depositors 
$250,000Accounts of individuals and firm" solicited. Vi. apprecist•small as well as large depositors aud accord to ail tile mimeconrteous treatment.
Interest Paid on Time Deposits 
OPEN HAY NIGHTS FROM 7 TO 8 GCLOOIL.
TIM PADUCAH EVENING SUN
NEGROES GUILTY
sOLDIERS OF TWENTY-FIFTH
y.ventv .Du) SHOMING.
4
l‘"
I ouuuivauisiiuig Officer Exceserated, But
Nicti Scored in Finding of the -
Court.
Washington, March 26. —The sen-
ate committee on military affairs to-
day received from the acting secre-
tary of war a copy of a telegram
from Drigadier'Oeneral MeCeaskey,
commanding the department of Texas
concerning the Major Penrose court
martial.
The telegram says that Penrose
was exonerated, but that the court
found. that the "shooting up" of
Brownsville was done by members of
the Twenty-fifth infantry.
The following is theetext of the tel-
egram: "Major General Ainsworth:
Major Penrose was exonerated by the
eourtemartiat, but the court found
that the shooting in Brownsville was
done by the men of the Twenty-fifth
infantry. Fielding approved by ate.
"McCASKEY, Commander."
START NEW ATLANTIC LINE
Shipping Trust Forms Company
Carry' immigrants.
to vantage in the quaint, pleasing role.
THEATRICAL NOTES
4
Mack-Leone
At the Kentucky the Muck-Leone
company lam evening, gave another
of the lighter pieces by ite roes/144e,"The Greeneyed Molester," which
proved diverting and funny from
"end to end," and not without a mild
remonstrance against the divorce evil.
The play is -a good piece of writing,
based on a probable theme with nat-
ural action and elearec-ters that are
drawn without burie.-que or exagerse
don. The company was uniformly
satisfectory and Me. Matk and Mies
'Leone showed to 'particular advent
age as lite troublesome young coo-
Pls.
"The Little Minister" is to be pre-
mated tonight and should retain it
drawing power, for, as is well known,
this play stands by itself in stage lit-
erature as an example of dainty fan-
tasy and piquant comedy. Nothing
that J. M. Barrie or Mantle Adams
has ever done has quite equaled the
success they gained as the respective
literary and dramatic creators of the
charming heroine, Lady Bubble,
whirl Miss Leone, also, has made
one of her moet popular pares, fitting,
as it does so sell, her personality and
comedy talents. As the "Little Min-
ister," Mr. Mack shows to equal ad-
London March 26.— A dispatchfrom 'Berlin to the Standard says the
North German Lloyd and Hamburg
American Steamship companies, act-ing In conjunction with the rest ofthe members of the Atlantic shipping
trust, have founded a new strainshiPline to run between Flume and New
York. The North German Lloyd holdsa 40 and the Hamburg American
line a 27 per cent, interest, the re-maining .33 per ceni being in the
hands of the other companies in the
trust. There will be a fortnightly ser-
vice hetweon Flume and New York
and the new company has concluded
an agreement with the Hungarian
government to undertake the emi-
gration traffic from Hungary to Amer
lea -nitherto hatrusted to the Cunard
company. The situation is compli-
cated by the fact that.the Hunga-
rian guy rnment's agreement with
the Cunard company still holds good
for seven years, but the government
Is endeavoring to dissolve this by a
friendly understanding.
• New Kind.
"Say, I'm sorry for you carnivorousaffinities! Don't you wish you waa;omnivorous, like me?"
FATALLY HURT AT BASAIALL
Collision in Game 'Likely to Cost Life
of Illinois Boy.
Bloomington, Ill., March 26.
In a collision with a fellow player
at a baseball game at NN'apella, Ho-
mer Beatty reeeived injuries which
probably prov fatal. lie liTtie
been unconscious since the accident.
Condition Is Alarming.
Washington, March 26.-- From
Shanghai advices received ai thestale department, It appears that the
rulfcg dynasty in China is seriously
a'armed over the effect of the spread
of fatnlne throughout the country
and the opportunity it gives to en-
list converts to the cause directed
against the government. The suffer-ing of the people Ii used as capita',
It is said as the judicious assuag-
ing of want places the persons giving
aerestance under obligations to thesewletlea The government's inability
to relieve suffering, it is said, has
been magnified and the hardships ofthe people attributed to lack of sym-
pathy by the government for the
poorer classes.
To MILE A COLD DJ 01,11011ATTake LAXATIVE PROMO \ QuinineTablets. Druggists refund money IfIt fails le cure. E. W. •,cinovia'ssisastare is on eaeh box. le.Nettleton '6n,
DeLuxc Derby.
Blanche Bates.
The approaching engagement of
Blanche Dates in "The Girl of the
Golden West," David leelasco's re-
markable drama Of California in the
days of '49, which is booked to ap-
pear at the Kentucky theater April
8th, promises to be in many ways
one of the 'highly important events
of the theatrical season. The &Ile -
oess of this Beleseo -star in this Bel-
awl° play has reached such propor-
tions as to genuinely deserve the
name of triumph, and there is 110
reason to believe that theater-goers
of Faducith will not commend the un-
usual merits of the actress and the
offering as heartry as have their
confreres in the largest cities of the
east as well as Chicago, where Miss
Bates recently concluded a four
weeks' engagement that broke all
previous records for attendance ob-
taining in the Windy City, New
York's opinion of Misallates' deserts
was shown by her continuous appear-
ance in 457 performarices'at one thea-
ter, a -record never even approached
by any other female star.
StArey Divorce Case.
Philadeltatia, Pa., March 2-6.-1n
an effort, it is :said, to persuade ids
wife, Mine. Emma Eames Storey, to
reconsider her action for divorce
against him, or to begin it in another
state, where it can be brought on
other than statutory charges, so
save the reputations of the co-re-
spendents named by the singer, Jul-
ian Storey, the artist, went to New
York early today.
The Better Life Beyond.
The observance of Easter as the
festival of life renewed. is not likely
to fade away. It typifies a hope un-
quenchable In the hum-an breast of a
better life beyond, and it teaches thatJust as the vigorous young forest
springs from the decayed trunks of
ancestral fallen trees and pushes as-piring shoots into the sunlight, everyhuman life, feeding upon the past,
transforming even its own discardedend buried evil into wholesome sus
teaance, may expand and grow up-ward into regions of the soul, wherethe shadows never fall.
He—"I was assaulted by two hool-igans." She—"Hadn't you your re-volver with you'!" He—"bit. yea. Idrew it out of my pocket, but Lainn'tdare to fire; I was so airaid of miss-ing them."--Bon Vivant.
Without the aid of a glass, an Aus-tralian is said to have written 10,0.61
words on a postal card.
SPRINCI HERE
When getting out your epring at-tire, don't forget the Faultless
Pressing Club is now prepared todo all kinds of repair work. Scour-
ing and French dry cleaning. We
have added a force of experienced
men to look after this' department
and guarantee perfect satisfaction.
LADIES WORK A SPECIA LTY
ackets cleanAI and
pressed ..... to $2.00Skirts cleaned and
pressed   .75 to $1.50Men's Sults cleaned and
pressed $1.50 to $2.00Men's trousers cleaned and
pressed .50 to . '75
All work called for and deliveredIn Covered wagon.
Club membership $1.0) per monthJoin now and have your clothespressed fir Easter.
FAULTLESS PRESSING CLUB
(trader new nianr gement)
PM Floes 1507 • tasleritt. ens
 Ade 
••• ef,
A
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500,000 Grip Victims
Over half a million are suf-
fering from the awful grip—
in New York State there are
nearly 200,000 cases, in Chi-
cago 100,000.
Mr. W. A. Stagg, 1063 Pa-
cific Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.,
who is vigorous at the age of
73, has been cured several
times of grip by Duffy's Pure
Malt Whiskey taken as pre-
scribed and has also been
saved by its use from the bad
after-effects of the disease.
Mr. Stagg writes:—" For thirty years
DUFFY'S PURE MALT WHISKEY
has been my one mclicine. I have
always used it as prescribed and it has
proved a valuable aid, as it has not
only cured several attacks of grip but has
prevented any bad after-effects. I cannot
speak too highly of what DUFFY'S
PURE MALT WHISKEY has done for
me, and will always keep it t_) stimulate
and tone up my system and as a sure cure
for colds and grip. Although 73 years old,
I am hale and hearty, due to the judicious
use of DUFFY'S PURE MALT WHIS-
KEY."MIL W. A. Vra00.
Duffy's Pure Malt Whiskey
is recognized everywhere as the unfailing specific for the cure of consumption, nervousness, typhoid, malaria, every formof stomach trouble, all disea,es of the throat and lungs, and all run down and weakened conditicins of the brain and body. Itrestores youthful vigor to the old by nourishing and feeding the vital forces of life, and maintains the health and strength of theyoung. It is a form of food already digested. It is prescribed by doctors of all schools. is_used in all the leading heipitals of thcworld, and is recognized as a family medicine everywhere. It is absolutely purr. Medical advice and a valuable illustratedbooklet on diseases sent free. Our guarantee is on every bottle.
Duffy's Pure Matt Whiskey• is sold by all first-class druggists, grocers and dealers, or direct, in sealed bottles only.price $1.00. Sec that the "Old Chemist" trade-mark Is on the label and that the seal over the cork is unbroken. Look forthem 
carefully, and refuse substitutes. It will cure you after all other remedies have failed. Duffy Malt Whiskey Co.,
Rochester, N. Y.
Lettuce  2 bunches 15c
Parsnips  5c quart.
Turnips  —  10c gal.
Sweet potatoes  80c his,
Irish potatoes 80c bu.
Sassafras  Sc bunch.
Young onions  2 bunches-Sc,
Greens .5c bunch.
Beets e 2 bunches ltc
Radishes  2 bunches irc.
Celery ...... ....2 bunches for 15c
Strawberries  Sc box.
Grape fruit 6 for 25c
Bananas  10c doz.
Oranges 15 to 40c Doz.
Apples 40c peck
Chickens
Turkeys 
Eggs 
Butter 
Ham 
Lard 12 1-2c lb
a petition which began: "Your Or-
indent and Predominant Excellency."
In -a kter a Buku spoksof his attain.
meats: "Ass to my scholastic caliber,
I was recently ejmeed from Calcutta
University. I urn low maeticating."
An Indian station master, having
,been annoyed by a certain female
enile hawker addressed the following
'remonstrance to her employer: "Hon.
ored. Sir: I beg you will remove your
handmaiden of milk, as she is nol
good fellow, and we 'cannot stand her
cheeks."
CITY TRANSFER CO
Now located at
CiltEitliberliS Stable.
We are ready for all kinds of hauling.
TFLEPHONE 499
Vie to ibc 
2'Jc lb.
15c doz.,
2e lb.
17c lb
—Little matter if the boarder or
lodger or tenant leaves—but big mat-
ter if you delay advertising for ()th-
ere:
Bakuions.
_Collet-Ong Bakillsms was one of thelate Lady Curson's hobblee in India.
Perhaps the chOicest seriVmen ad-
dressed to Lord Cu rzon occurred 'n
asomseramassammlillir 
Foreman Bros. Novelty Co.
 incorpe 
, 
ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
House wiring, electric plants installed.
Complete machine shop.
1.211-124 N. Fourth Eit. Phone's 77
COLUMBUS VEHICLES
High Grade
We have in stock the GENUINE' COLUMBUS Bug-gies, Phaetons and Surries---all 1907 styles.
Call and See Them.
Powelto•Rogers Co.
129431 North Third Strc..-:t.
I
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ON WESTERN LINESPiano and Organ
SHEET MUSIC ENFORCING LAW
For
The favorite masterpieces of the }lust Unload and Water Cat.
greatest (Imposer% carefully selected tie Every 2s Hoursfrom the great field of muracal liter.1
satire. Pieces' of chararter and worth!
11(11)1i:died at from 50 cents to $11.00 1
eopy.. Our special price is.
We handle all the latest popular , for a few minutes and a clerk was An absorbingetopic of Interest and
music the classical favorites and 'Rent to bring in vthe es against' 
The bell on the etorehouse tower Bemis Black With Landsmen.
Import is along just what lines thee
/teaching pieces. Instructiern Books
the road which the attorney 
repreatclanged out the news, the telephone Meanwhile word that another what -
tient inside of the Democratic partv.
gee arc.
isented. The clerk came back with 
a'bells 
'
rar.g lied by the time the boats had beet( sighted had reached out
into the back country, and by the .
will he canducted. What keynotes
,.D.E.WILSON,big armful of documents. There were!were afloat everybody in Amagansett
s roan. 
,
nac ga! -rueTHE BOOK AND MUSIC I -
'amount Involved was $43,000. The on the beach to watch the race.M A N
!attorney ,arose at once seeing that Five Boats Join in Hunt.At Harbotutes Department Store.
 ;  ate aimed not waste time on the sin-
gle ease that had called bim to 
Five boats put out to head off the
di sa whale.p  I n tHede ;
PORTLAND WANTS GRAFT PRAM whale. Capt. Josh headed the line.
esose on in ha*IsPtfailousrhe 
‘'toa‘liallinducthhewill be a quiet hunt for de'egates.andand right behind crowding '
has a contract with the New York,
am bitterness Is apt to characterize
, 'Washington, but would take the next
Plans 850,000 Fund to Hire Renee,. the leader cause the boats command- 
conserv- ,
Netural History museum to turn 
over,the next national convention Theto Conduct Investigntion. items were issued to stop further vtaed by
olations of the law by the employes' Bert, and Capt. Samuel Edwards. to 
them
Capt. Jabe, Capt. Jess, Capt.
" 
reeves should turn the party. machin-The whale was about three-fourths ofPortland, Oregon, March 26.—The 
of
 
his road.
The president of another big west- 
a mile off shore and heading east atOregoalan rays $50000 is beingl
ern road was here last week before I 
what Capt. Josh figured was a (if-raised as an investigation fund to
ahe interstate commerce commissionetY 
mile clip. Each boat was mannedbrin.e Franc% J. Heney and Special
Agent Burns to Portland to probe 
by six men and they tested the tough
oars.
and took the opportunity to register!
hiR objection to the enforcement of lashInto local municipal graft. Transac-. -:
the 28 hour law. He said hls mace! "Bend your backs, beta' your backstions for years back and up to the
present will lee a:snared. The na-, was hauling stock ears a distance of 1 and break 'em," roared Capt. Josh.
12 maes from St. Paul. -Care receiv- and the boats shot through the watertare of the transactions which the:
ed from , the Northern Pacific had like varsity shells.brought to light
been found to have gone over the' But the whale had -a thousand
punished for what those roads have:barge power in his flukes, and was
done?" he asked. "You people down soon evident to those on shore that
_here ought to be reasonable in en-:the whalertawere not as good as the
forcing a :aw. I have always thought whale and couldn't head him off. It
was easy to trace the wnaie's course,
for he canto to the surface evaralfew
investigators wish
la not specified.
. _
Antiquity of Easter Cards,
The custom of sending Easter
cards dates back to the second year
after Cheat and antedates by several
centuries the hetet. of sending
mas • trifle.
that officials charged With the en-
foreement of a law that works aChriM-
hardship should be endowed with a
modicum of Common sense."
"You know the law" was the an-Arrem—I pee you're going tn swer.
for losiety. Has your daughter made ...Why do you take a car that
'her debut yet? Mrs. Nuritoh—What! a penalty against it? You stop
Weir. Pleas not,  She got aham,ing that nod eote will have no more
thini made to ceder :n Baris.—Ttroulele. The law will -he enforced. If
Philedeetebla Prces. you bnce: fir twice refuse a ear, the
other roads will see to it that they
There7 le no greater misfortune stop and (cad and water without run-
than not to be able to beai mister- tang over tie 28 hours."
tune.--lAtin
Government Compelling Recognition
10c a Copy Postpaid and Seven Hundred Cases
Are Ready.
Following is a partial list of selec-
tions: •
Title. Composer. EXECUTIVE DEPARTMENT 1USX4.Aragonites. -,--.. or .--e •-• -Massenet - -
13arearoile (June) ...TeeaalaewsaY
Cansonetto.  Holisender
Cabtaletta  
Chaconne  
Consolation  
— Dancing Spirits
De Meistersinger Wagner 'known as the 28 hour law has madeFarewell to the Pingo . Beethoven 
Chopint
t}-
nF ali the wester railroads sit up anduneral March  '
Gipsy Rondo  Haydn takeI  notice. The laa• requires all
Wedding Mareh Mendelesohn, railroads trnesporting cattle to un-;
I Love Thee, Opp. 44, No. 3, ..Grieg load to water and feed stock once at
• 
Longing for Home. Opp. 117. • • • -Ileast in every 28 hours. Hitherto' Jungmann
a.ite railroads notwithetandireg orraRustle of Spring _ e, Sanding/
Melodie, Op. 8, No. 3 Paderewski:istence of a less drastic statute to theMelody in F. Rubinstein same general effect, have been doingMurmuring Zepayrs asasela:pretty much as they pleased abouts
o
Myttlee, The
Lack,
Washington, Match 2C.— The poi-Durand!
Untie), recently entered into by Secrete-
Bohm ry Wilson of enforcing what -is ;
Simple Confession
Pierette . 
Spring Soag 
Sylphes, Les  
Idilha
Tarantelle, Op. 85 
Tratanerei 
Under the Leaves 
Valse 
Valse Arabeseue, Op. 82
Vale° Lente (from "Copper-Hall .. lei/tense was committed to bririg suit.
 Delibes and in case of a desire to settle to
,
Beautiful Blue Danube Waltzes.. '
 Stranse
•demand the full penalty of 8500.
Caralierla Rusticana, Intermezzo. 1This policy, if carried out, will bring
-  
maeeagniito, the treasury during the year aDance of the Zephyrs Cone large revenue. The cases pending in-, Dixie Land fine variation's ..Lerman i volve fines to the amount of S50.-The Flatterer Chaarninade!000.
La Fountaine 
Flower Song  Lange!
Bohm A prominent attorney for one of
The Storm  Weber the largest western roads, came to 
of the-frying vats and memory of the
Under the Doustae Eagle, March.: 'Washington this week to make an 
fortune that cattle out of them are
Remember Me Brinkman
arhe car in question had run eight 
f-latin fresh. Wagner Iappearance in a case against his road I
Over the WayaitaaMexican Waltzes. i 
edThe whaleboat flotilla, communa-
1 •reir,  Roses nears over the time !mit. Ile urged 
by Capt. Josh Edwards, a veteran
Afterward, Song Mullen that as it was a first offense and the 
:whaler of 70 odd years. has been
Good ...Bee. ROWE'  Testi ;held in readiness ever since, and to-
Paeterale
Pizzleatl from "Sylvia" ....pollees:dumb brutes intrusted to their care t
Seemed Valse, Op. 56 Godard In the journey to the shambles. Arm
Second Mazurke . ' .... Godard ed with a good, strong law-e- Secrets- 1
Thome:ry Wilson has now called a halt andl
Chaminadeas making the railroads revise theirMendelleohn 
method* of transporting stock.aachm
L
a
a
n
ek
n 
I 
-
Over 700 cases have been worked
Heller; up since the law went into effect. In
Schumann eaten ease the- request has been madeThome to the departmena of justtee to le-Durruel
Lao, struct the district attorneywhere the
Watie.ht:,showing reaeonabie kindness to thei
In Old Madrid.' Song  Trotere 
overrun was not excessive the de- day
partment might well afford to bet 
the boats were launched just fit-The above pieces are not the cheap
and defective be edition. i leteleet. He was asked to take a seat 
;teen mintetes after the first cry of
."Thar she alows Li:Ws blows!"
nanutes and, spouted four or five
times before sounding again. In the
bright sunshine the white jets of
water were plainly visible from the
shore. •
When Capt. Josh and the other
Edwards failed to head off the whale
,they fell in behind and began to stern
phase. After a time the whale slowed
down and the leading boats crept up
until when off Napeaeur beach they
were only a few lengths from the
whale. They were about to try a
shot when the Whale gave a big spout
and throwing ha tail high in the air
went down. The boats waited around
for a ho'f hour and then began the
ten mile pull home.
It Will Be Signal For Radicals *1141
to Get To-
gether Once More.
• !
AND SEE WHICH WRONGER
New York, liar.ch 2C.— The cele-
bration of tire birthday of Thomas'
Jefferson on April 13 in this city
means tke opening- of the battle be-!
Meet, the conservative wing, the
radicals dominated -by William J.
Bryan and the forces of William It.
„Hearst for the control of the next
;National Convention. Al? three are
to give dinners on Thee same event-rig,
and that a keynote will be sounded
at each goes without *saying.
The conservatives will celebrate at
the Waldorf. Alton 13. Parker will be
one of the speakers. This dinner will
be under the auspices of the- Demo-
cratic club. While that organization
was rehabilitated by Richard Croker
during the early part of the city ad-
The United States
Government Report
SHOWS
Royal Baking Powder
of maximum strength,
pure and healthful
ROYAL RAKING POWDER CO., NEW YORK
,is the only pieeent day lesue which
'the public thoroughly, understand,
and, furthermore, that the Demo-
icratic position on the subject is  the
most popular one,
Mr. Bryan in his speech will
throw no sop to the coneervatives.
Ilia believes that the platforms of
1896 and 1900, for which he is re-
sponsible represent the true princi-
ples of Democracy, and it is only
with them that the party can win.
He does not think that shaping b-
sues just to meet trial neleinents of
ministration of Mayor Van Wyek and public sentiment *ill ever avail the
despite the fact that Croker and his party,
friends remained loyal to Mr. Bryan.
the club. nevertheless, is &bola_ to
start a propaganda hostile to the
Nebraskan. It is, however, without
much influence. The Independence
league of Mr. Hearst will glee its
dinner at The Savoy. Delphin M.
Dennis will make the principal
speech. He placed Hearst in nomina-
tion at the St. Louis eonven tool
Hon at' the St. Louis convention in
1904. The Brooklyn Democratic
will dine Mr. Bryan. This dinner will
be attended by national' party lead-
ers from all over the country. The
borough of Brooklyn, while a doubt-
ful one politically, was carried
twice in succession by Mr. Hearst
for mayor In 1905, and governor 12
190G. Bird S. Coler, the president of
the borough, is a warm admirer of
Mr. Bryan.
•
1 
WHY buy hand-me-down
clothes at tailor-
made prices when you can
get Real Tailor-Made
clothes, made here at
jt home. Exclusive patterns
i and guaranteed to fit for
$25 and up.
HARNIELINC
The Tailor.
PA 1.4MV 14 1-1°U811
has
do-
It was, pointed out that in the ear-
es that lead occurred stock trains
had been run ten hours past the last
place, where the cattle might have
been unloadad. Hail the. law been
Complied with In that isay many
thicniseurids of dollars would have
been - saved. The department has
been able wahont much trouble to
work up eases waere the law has
ben violated. inspectors queg-
Bon the stockmen who travel on
the cattle trains and get their affi-
davits or statements/ so that they
can be subpoenaed In cage of prose-
cution, and there is tittle difficulty in
Making out a ease where the offense
has actually occurred.
'who had legs and could use them was
Immlgrntion From Norway.
The people we draw from Norway
are among the best of the more
than a million newcomers whom we
Waive each year, and readily make
gone American citizens. Consul-Gen-
eral lawdowleh of Christiania report 
that 31,15a Norwegians emigrated
In 1000 calendar year 01,174 Bailee
from Christtanin) lad that the lent'
ed states was the destination of neat
ly i all of them.--- New Yenlk San.
DEMOCRATS WILLSCIENTISTS CLAIM
CONSUMPTION IS SPREAD HAVE LOVE FEAST
BY SPITTING IN PUBLIC
'Ilse !eternise of tuberculosis starts tubercles in the lungs,. ileac
(41.1-Cv, soften 111141 are ejected from the lungs at anagaillte A drytough will spray the air full of these-germs; a Ilimese sough will de-posit the sputum on the sidewalk. where it will dry, be texklen to
powder, uhiried about in the wind for healthy mega.. to breathe, and
etare IleW plantations of these- bacilli.. I*. jinalla says that an aa-eenced ease of censumption will eject about seven billions of thel.e
every twenty-four hour*.
It Is a niurderoue practice to spit alter.. others may bring theinfection into the house, on shoes or skirts, ;there it truiy dry and be.come is powder, to be sent into the air and breathed i nto the haws.
itealungsaare ewe from colds or airy other outer, these Kermit '.et.tie on the sore sire and set up %hat is called a -mixed infection."We is the starting point of consumptivn, and prompt tientment Is
required.
An eminent authority on lung trouble advises the use of thefollowing simple formula, which can be secured from any good pre-med:Akin deuggat at small cost: Half ounce Virgin Oil of Pine (Pure)
two ounces of Glycerine and half pint of good Whisky.. Mix and usein teaspoonful des( s esery four hoarse
It bs toad that the mixture ail, break up a cold In twenty-four
hours, and sure any emaigh that Le curable. The ingriehents shouldbe pure, :old to avoid eubetitution, they (denial be purchased separ-
ately and mixed in the home of the patient. The Virgin Oil of Pine
(Pure) should be purchased in the Of kuittal half-ounce vials, put up
for diugaists to disperme. Each riai bt securely sealed in a round
wooden ease, VatIt the name—Virgin Oil of Pine (Pure). Guarlue
  teed trader the Food and Drage Act of June 30, 1000. earial numbi•r
Prepared only by the Leach Chemical t'o., Cincinnati, Ohio--
plainly printed thereon.. There are ninny rank imitations of Virgin
Oil of Pine (Pure, whites are put out under eindlae nallICS and stlye
Oil of flue (lame) which are put out miner names and style
of package. Never accept these as a substitute forlhe Pure Virgin
011 of Pine, as they will invariably produce nausea and never effete
-41e-desired results.
$ When stetlerson's Birthday
Comes Around
Whale Hunters Chase Leviathan Ten
Miles, But The Pursuit Is All in Vain
New York, .Marth 2G.—The FA-
wards family and the remainder_ of
Amagansett's deep sea going popula-
tion was stirred this morning by the
announcement that a big whale had
been sighted coming up the coast at
furious speed. Aniagansett caught a
whale last month, and the perfume
1. The !Amami Lattices' World nee dialenvered that "Nneceasfel peeplea' are
ustially quite devoid y( humor."
Lively Times in
Want Ad. Land
The man aon a quest is
abroad In the land--in
"WANT-AD.-LAND."
He Is a maity-oided man —
for Ijse wants to trade a fold-
lag 'bed for a phonograph--- a
carriage-, to hire a servant
girl--to find another clerk
for hle store--to rent some
furnished rooms--to find a
business partner----to sell a
patent—to dispose of a 1:ma-
ntes venture—to sell such
things as `trombones...4nd
trucks, bonds and book-caaas,
crutches and c.ash-registers---
to find the elusive "better
tenant"— to buy a piece of ma
ehinery—to buy and to sell -
and to lease and to exchange
and to hire and to find all
/porta of things in all parts of
to city.
The "QUEST-MAN" maker
"WANT-AD-LAND" an inter-
eating place—and the want
ad. column INTERESTING
AND IMPORTANT READ-
ING!
The cost of a want ad. in TIRE
; SUN le only ONE Caleila A
WORD.
got. e wna.ers say thatthe mum- ery over to them in 190S without aurn people will tow the whale, If one tnurnmr if they lose the fight for t,Is caught, to New York. They haws-----rdelegates. That It is duo them in re-,,had a promise, they say, of a much turn for the support given Judgelarger amount for the entire carcass Parker. They go on to urge that if ,of the whale than they could make it had not been for the appearance ,by selling the ell and' hone. 
of Mr. Bryan on the stump in In- IHowever Capt. Josh has hopes. Mane and other western points, tha:He believes that the whale sighted to- entire Democratic campaign In 1904•day is the mate of the one killed last
month, and that it Is ranging the
coma searching for its lost comrade.
would have collapsed.
Flight Bryan's Name Only.
He believes that it will be sighted 
It is not probable, however, that
again before long, and a sharp look- 
the conservative wing will be mild
cut la being kept at the life saving 
traits opposition to Mr. Bryan as a;
reation by George Mulford, one of the 
standard bearer In the next presiden-
whaling crew. Capt. Josh said that 
tlal eanteee This would be tete the
te whale that got away was much 
ccmverse of what some of the lead-
isrger than the one caught last month 
era have said. In connection with
From the depths of his whale lore that personalities 
however, It is proper to arid
he has figured out that today's whale 
will not figure.
Is 500 or 600 years old. The whale 
Whatever fight will be made is to
captured last month he thought to 
i_ve on the issue of Mr. Bryan, and
not the leader. himself. If it he abe about at its 400th-blethday, losing one and the fact is generally
conteded that Mr. Bryan at the pres-
ANOTHEilt 0117 1.‘01t OBERLIN, ent time Is far in the lead, no stet
bolting as Characterized the cam-
paigns or and 1900 will be re-
sorted to. The entire east le friendly
to the Nebraskan, as an able, hon-
est man.
But it may be depended upon that
the conservative leaders will put up
a stiff. fight against him, and the
keynote of It all is apt to be sound-
ed at the corning dinner. Stated
briefly, It will be that the encroach-
ments of President Roosevelt , on
the Constitution have created/ a
Rentiment for a conservative men,
who will be content to discharge the
duties of the presidency without
Making radical departures. This Is
absolutely reeessnry for the preataer-
ity and well-being of the country.
The prolvableties are that Mr Renee-
reit will have enough power Inside
of the Republican party to keep it
from conservatism. If the Democrats,
The word Easter, derived from the therefore, take advantage of the se-
Antao-Saxon "Eastra," or, in Teuton- nation. It, is possible that they may
le. "Ostara " the goddess of dawn or win. From three. in a position to
spring, whose chief festival was eel- know It is seed that most of the
ebrated about the tIni of the vernal speech of Julge Parker ,will he de-
equinox, is probably of the same voted to the tendency of the pros!-r t1
with East, signifying "bright" dent toward 'usurping the rights of
Cr "shining." The Germans to this ((inertia, the prerogatives of the
Jay call Apra the "Ostermonat." Cates and his going beyond the pow-
- err of his Ake as laid down In the
This. railway eommiarioners of New constitution. Whether the tariff will
South) Wales are adopting a system Accupy a prominent place In the
. not as yet been Mill-et electrically sruchrtmizod eloeitte alutechets has
. rated. There are conservative Demo-
Misfortune IR often the daughter of outs here who think it ought to,
a good mother.—From the German. and hop* It will. They believe that Iti
I
$10,000 Dotutted to Preserve Meinotry
of 'War Uprising A'ictIma.
Boston, march ee. -0 private dis-
patch from Oberlin, Ohio, states that
President Churchill King, of Oberlin
iollege has annotitical a gilt of $40,,
0'10 from a New York dame-, former-
ly a eaigh official of the American
board, for the eseeriatiment of a new
erofeseorehip In the Oberlin Theolog-
teal nominally, to les called the Shansi
ch air pf pt's eca 1 th eo I nay. The name
Preserves the leeway of the (*Paton
else Oberlin isentinnry to the Shanel
nsartyts In the Itoxer epreing of
Wel in north China. Those martyrs
were Oberlin ieraduRtee and mission-
at ies of the American board.
wl,: be sounded? There are some itime the crews alined back Amagan- 
leaders who think that they'bsett beach was black with people who aa.).e mild, that the Democrats willhad driven down in even- sort of ye- cerse to wash their dirty linen inbide to see the show.
• public. instead on all sides there
^
PLACES BLANIE FO TISLAVING.
Jury Charges Albert Linhart With
Killing of Palmer Johnson,
La Crosse, Wis.. March 26.—The
coroner's jury investigating into the
dente of Palmer Johnaan, the man
Who lament for a day %lite a brake
On brain., and died a wee.k ate-
, today found that Johnson came to
lhis cleat hat the hand of Albert Lie.
'tiara now a f legit ilea MAW-- 14*--
19ehlicht, said to have been the came
of the roe, was among the witnesses.
Evidence sbowed that eve7serul fight*
occurred at the party. The leigusat
disproved the Maim that the shooting
was acciaental and fastened the niiie
der upon Linhart. for edam a war-
rant has been issued.
What's the Use?
Spring is coming: what's the use?
'Tis shaking of the dire--
Slip on a banana peel
Instead of on the lee.
—New York Sur
C
The average yield of wheat to tle
acre in England far exceeds that eff
any other country in the' world, with
perhaps one exception— Denmark.
The yield is about 35 bushels to the
!acre,
OSITIONS Securedor Money Brick
contract given, backed by a300.00 00 capital and 18 years' success.
DRAUGHON'S rNinciTNT-lig COLLEGES28 Colleges in 16 States. Indorsed by business men. Nu vacation.
LEARN BY MAIL Bookkeeping, Sit or 11 completing cour.e. For "Catalcgue H." onh n o d. Penmanship.' Home Study or "Catalogue P " en attendingLaw. LePer Writing. English. Drawing. II:us-1 College placne !o d;itr,, or eV' on or addresstratiog. e.c. Money back it nrt satisfied aft,— Manager Drank/hen s Practical EloinessCoIlege.PADUCAH, 3'4 Broadway: or Evansvi' le. St. Louis or Memphis.
Men's Shoes
HANNAN and STETSON
$5 and 56
Ladies' Shoes
FOSTER, PINGREE
and REED
$3,50 to $6.00
A Beauty Shot.e) In Easter
And Spring Footteear
LIEUE'S magic in a pretty shoe, but no satisfaction in one
that doesn't fit confortably, and wear well. The high
character of our lines of shoes is perfect assurance that they em-
body these essentials .
See our line of Oxfords in all leathers for men, women and
children.
Cochran Shoe Co.
405 13rcarradwaty.
Modern Plumbing
You cannot ray your home is
modern and cornlortable if your
Isaihroom fixtures are old, and
umanitary.
Modern plumbing and bath room equipment
make!, your 11,,nie feed lthy • and co rid, qtable.
lilsodunl-plumbing fixtures are the most durahle
and sanituy fixtures made. We handle this line
and add our own gunrantee to the rnanula.cturers.
combine skilled. expel-re/bred labcx with Mi.
senatle prices end prompt service.
E. D. Hannan
BOTH PHONES 201.
The Origin of Easter. ACCIDENT INSURANCE
ABRAIYI. L. WELL & CO.
Agent-es for
Travelers Insurance Co.
1311n/eat and Clident•
Office Phones 369. Residence Phones 726
Camrobell Building, Paducah, Ky.
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TUESDAY, MARCH 26.
CIRCULATION STATEMENT.
February, 1907.
1 4036 15 3829
3813 16 3874
4 3830 18 3813
6  851. 19 3806
3851 tO ........3830
7 3871. 21 3869
38815 22 3915
9 3813 23 3839
11 3822 25.........3855
12 385,5 26........3836
13 3444 27 392J
14 3870 218 3890
Average for February, 1907 3859
Average for February, 1906 3757
Increase  102
Personally appeared before me,
this March 1, 1907, E. J. Paxton, gen-
eral manager of The Sun, who af-
firms that the aliove statement of
the circulation of The Sun for the
month of Feb. 1907, is true to the
best of his knowledge and belief,
PETER PURYEAR.
Notary Public.
My commission expires January
22 11aa
ANNOUNCEMENTS.
For Mayor.
The Sun is authorized to announce
Charles Reed as a candidate for
mayor, subject to any action of the
Democratic party.
The Sun is authorized to announce
Thomas B. Harrison as a candidate
for mayor subject t._ the action of the
Democratic primary May 2, 1907.
For City Assessor.
The Sun Is authorized to announce
J. W. Orr as a candidate for the of-
fice of City Assessor, subject to the
action of the Democratic- primary
May 2, 1907.
The Sun is authorized to announce
the candidacy of Stewart Dick for the
office of city assessor, subject to the
aetion of the Democratic party.
For City Treasurer.
The Sun is authorized to announce
J. W. McKnight as a eandidate for
the office of City Treasurer subject
to the action of the Democratic party.
For City Attorney.
The Sun is authorized to announce
the candidacy of John G. Miller, Jr.,
as a candidate for city attorney sub-
ject to the action of the Democratic
primary, May 2, 1507.
Daily Thought.
Those who make a sword of their
tongue must expect to be cut occa-
sionally.
RURAL FREE DELIVERY.
It was only a few years ago that
the extension of the then experiment
of rural free delivery met with
fierce &Permeation as a palely meas-
ure, designed to give employment to
more men, to increase federal , pat-
ronage and fasten on the country
more firmly a great national politi-
cal machine. The center of the heat-
ed oppoeition was found in the
country hamlet, where the store-
keeper was postmaster, awl his
dplace of business the forum of pub-
lic opinion. It may be true that prac-
tical polities dictated the encourage-
ntent of the rural free delivery, but
beck of it all was something better
than mere politics, as the demauds
for further extensions, the interest
of the farmers in Ihe efficiency of
the service and the popular support
of the measure to increase the pay
or the carriers testify. Now the far-
mer has his mall delivered at his
-door every day, rain or shine, and
he gets his daily city paper. He Is in
touch with the world's affairs as his
father never was. His daily reasling
hag broadened his horizon, and put
him Into active sympathy with other
interests In .his country. Following
the extension of the rural delivery
comes the movement for better roads.
The government ewill not send its
carriers over routes, the patrons of
which are negligent of the high-
ways. To get more efficient service
of mail Iffe-farrners must provide bet-
ter roads. When they get better roads
they can haul their produce to the
market whenever the rparket Is
Lee.right. They can visit tneir neighbors
ln the bad weather, when they ran
Dot work t )n the farm. Social. life In
the country, with all Its baseshigs.1s
promoted by the rural free delivery.
Which also provides a wider range In
top • , ; • • sation by carrying
the den) papers to the farm house.
Treatiffant of 'the insane by water
with the Idea - of washing away In-
sanity germs will be an innovation in
the new quarters for the insane at
the Philadelphia almehome, which
will be opened on Wednesday. Dr.
Coply, director of the department of
health, is confident of the success of
the movement.—News Note.
Wonder that Dr. Coply never
thought of washing the patient's
brain with a solution of Paris green.
That is the way they kill potato
bugs. Insanity germs must be that
big, anyway, where Dr. Coply is.
The presidential succession is to be
determined by the success of the
mateimonial matches, which Secre-
tary Taft chaperoned in their incip-
iency. If all those couples, who at-
tended him on his oriental trip, live
happily during the next 12 months,
the big war secretary may be presi-
dent. It's a delicate political situa-
tion, and we observe that Mr. Taft is
not taking any unmarried people of
opposite sexes on his Panama trip
this year.
Democratic editors and Democrat-
ic politicians are consoling them-
selves with the belief, that the Re-
publican party in Kentucky is split.
The Louisville papers, with their us-
ual progressiveness have undertaken
to promote a schism. It is a lovely
plan to make the Democrats forget
that there is a factional row In their
own camp.
And now those papers that were
lauding Joe Blackburn's Democracy
a few days ago and rather intimat-
ing that It was gracious on his part
to accept a position under a Repub-
lican administration, are snarling at
his prediction of a Republican victo-
ry In Kentucky and Taft's nomina-
tion. 0, Joe, these are your friends.
William Randolph Hearst has
joined forces with Mayor Dunn, of
Chicago. Now we know he is done.
A lie may be dressed up to look
like the truth. The truth with orna-
mentations is always a lie.
Alas, the Chicago Evening Post,
usually a well-balanced and self-pos-
sessed journal, has lost its head. For
instance:
"Somehow or other the trnppres-
sion once prevailed, out here at
least, that Mr. Jerome was a great
lawyer, but his recent actions and
the manner in which Mr. Dolmas has
handled him have torn great rents in
this belief and left us only the tat-
tered remnants Which flutter pathet-
ically in the bleak winds of March.
By his treatment of Evelyn Thaw
during her cross-examination and by
'his subsequent more or less futile
although tricky actions, the state's
lawyer has won, not the admiration.
but the contempt of a large majority
of the people. Whether or not he is
fighting a-losing battle is aside from
the main issue, for defeat can be as
honorable If not as much acclaimed
as victory. Mr. Jerome, however, has
discarded honor as a hampering gar-
ment and has staked everything upon
the final outcome of guilty or not
gulley. His friends will regret the
methods to which he has seen fit to
resort. They 'reflect credit on neither
the man -nor his office, and whatever
may be the verdict in the Thaw trial
Mr. Jerome has lest the respect of
thousands who once admired even if
they did not know him."
What woule you have Mr: Jerome
do? Plate the hysterical tumult of
the yellow sheete above his sworn
duty and throw up the sponge? Sur-
render, with apologies, to tbie wilyattorney for the defense? Sit silent
and inactive and allow the defense
to perpetrate any hit of tbeatricalism
'and cooked-up sensation It may have
a mind to without seeking to punct-
ure it? What do you think a pros
muting attorney- Is for, anyhow? Be-
sides, do not forget that it was not
MT. Jerome but Mr. Delmas .who had
Evelyn Thaw "expose her soul" and
lay bare the scandele of her life. Mr.
Jerome merely cross-examined her —
Courier-Journal
WHY NOT PASSENGERS, TOO?
Diepatehes tell of the going into
commlettion of the "first fire-proof
American mall car, practically all
steel," on the Pennsylvania railroad.
The dispatch concludes: "The life
of tile postal clerk aboard the newear will be as safe as that of a trav-eler board a Pullman."
Which Is only as shirld he.
The rlsk of death and' maiming In-
curred by the railway mall clerk Issecond only to that faced by the oc-
cupants of the engine cab.
Engaged In the public service, ev-ery nafegunel suggested by human
Ingenuity should be provided for
their protection, regard:esti of ex-
pense.
Why shobld not the passenger be
accorded the name protection.
The holding imp of the Pullman as
a standard of railroad safety is both
truthful and significant
The eonstrdetiOn of the care is
Wilfautiqueereotatasie..alsatiohollia.a.
mere costly than that of the average
egg-shell passenger coach. The dead-
weight they put on the engine a
much heavier. But so much more
successfully than the all-wooden
coach do they resist the impact of a
collision of fire, that people able to
afford the price raie.y grudge the
extra tariff In view of the added pro-
tection.
The railroads resist these and sim-
ilar improvements, because of the
heightened expense.
In the long run, a reversal of this
policy would mean Increased dile
dends.
The trend tif public sentiment is,
moreover unmistakable.— Atlanta
Constitution.
TWO Y.41.44U1 KILLED.
Indians Fight Battle With Mexican
Soldiers Near Guaymas.
Guaymas, tidealoo, March 26.—A
bloody light occurred north of here
yesterday 'between a band of Yaqui
Indians and soldiers and. rurales, in
Which two Indians were killed, sev-
eral were wounded, and three men
were shot more or less seriously on
the solders' side, The battM tom*
place in time bills of the Barrigone
district, near Bracatet.e. In their
fight the Yaqui's left in their camp
two little boys about 7 years of age.
They were taken by the soldiers.
The Indlians carried all thele
wounded with them, but left 'the two
dead bodies, and' also abandoned their
oarnp, which contained all their tante
plies and belongings, and also some
plunder taken. The soldiers; under
command of COI. Villareal. are report-
ed to be In pursuit of the fleeing In-
dians, who, it is thought, are seeking
reinforcements, aad another engage-
ment is expected.
N., C. & ST. L.
Will Commence Building Trestle
Over Island Creek in Short Time.
As soon as the water subsides and
the weather settles work will be com-
menced on the extension of the
Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis
tracks from the Ferguson & Palmer
mills, Third and Broad streets, across
Island preek to the new &lass plant in
Mechanicsburg. The extension will
he trestle work several hundred feet
long, and will cost, approximately,
$2.0,000. It is understood an effort
watt be made by the Toed to extend
its delivery tracks to the other melts
in Mechanicsburg. At prevent the
switching charge in Meohanicsburg is
$5 on account of the roundabout way
the cars have to go; but with two
roads in there the price may be cut
to $2, the same as charged on this
side of Island creek.
COAXED DAUGHTER.
New York, March 20.—With
kisses and coaxing, Theodore
Schmidt, a helpless paralytic In-
duced his six-year-old daughter
to place One end of a rubber tube
on a gas jet and the other end
in his mouth and turn on the
gas. Schmidt thought he was a
burden to his wife, and made
plans while she called on a
neighbor. When she returned
she found him dead.
W. T. MILLER
Enters the Race—Faitries Closed;
They Are Off.
At the earnest request of myfriends, who know I have the interestof the city at heart, I have decidedto enter the race and earnestly solicitthe support of my friends in this un-
dertaking. I promise Ito make aclean canvass. I wla not engage Inmud throwing or say anything de-
rogatory to the character of mY40P-ponents, nor will I make any engage-ments that I will not fulfill; but tam ready and willing at all times tofurnish you a high. grade or tnealum
piano OT our own make direct fromthe factory and save you the commis-
Mon that you may otherwise pay to
agencies. I am here to stay and
make each guarantee good, a vote for
me Is a vote for your own interest
and your children's happiness and im-
provement. Polls are open each day.Sunday excepted, at 518 Broadway.
W. 71 M I.I917R
YOU DON'T HAVE TO WAITPeery dose make/ you feel better. Las-Poekeeps your Whole Insides right. Sold no themoney-buck plan everywhere Price tel centa.
POSTAL FINALLY LANDS
IN CLARK/4%1/461A, TENN.
The Postal Telegraph company to-
day announced It has finally suc-
ceeded in establishing an office in
CarksvIlle, Tenn. The company has
been trying to get Into the town for
over five months, and has been de-
layed by opposition and other cir-
cumstances.
 Sr.
—Plane yomtr orders for wedding
Invitations at borne. The Sun isehowlive as great an assort meat as
you will find anywhere at 'wave
munch lower than you will have to
pay elsevrberh.
CRIMINAL TERM
OF CIRCUIT COURT
Will be Short at April Session
This Year
Five Days Assigned to Cases Now
Pending With Only Two Mar-
ilee Trials.
SELLING LIQUOR TO MINORS.
Little time will be incepted with
the criminal docket at the April
term of circuit court, which commen-
ces "nese Monday, from indications,
Several liquor selling cases and two
mnrders will be the most interesting.
Indictments against bawdy house
keepers who have left, probably will
be retired.
The docket follows:
APRIL 1.-;—/lam Story, forfeiture
W. It Covington
dro, forfeiture.
APRIL 2—Erneit
Jones, obtaining by false pretense";
Tom Nalligan, grand larceny; D. N.
Blackwell, T. L. Warren and Tom
Falley, alias Franklin, converting to
their own use, money of another;
also grand larceny; Ed Cloonan, ma-
licious cutting; Jim Doolin; Henry
Brewster, alias H. Smith, grand lar-
ceny; Chas. Surat, malicious strik-
Inv Getrge Allman, malicious cut-
ting; Van Bankhead, malicious
shooting without wounding; Emmett
Shaffner and Tom Lowry, malicious
striking; Emmett Shaffner, carrying
concealed a deadly weapon; Ed
Vasseur and Harman Williams, alias
Muley Williams, obtaining money by
false pretenses; Bud Nance, grand
larceny; Dean Farr, larceny of obli-
gations; C. G. Tindall, obtaining
property by false pretenses; Cicero
Anderson, murder; Al Winfrey, mur-
der.
APRIL 3— Ed Pearson and Mitch-
ell, selling liquor to a minor; C. H.
Barker, breach of peace; J. J. Earn-
hart gaming; R. L.-Kelley and Cor-
tez Kelley, breach of peace; Nellie
Beckenbaugh, alias Irene Clemons,
obtaining money false pretenses;
J. R. Brown, malicious shooting with-
out wounding; Gue Armstrong and
Willie Wisely malicious cutting;
Clyde Greenway, malicious cutting;
Phil J. Abbott greed larceny; Wal-
ter Thernton, grand larceny, carnal;
Chris Mohundro, alias Will Bud, as-
sault; Charles Graham Jim Bulger,
S. B. Gott and Ella Howe, selling li-
quor to a minor; Bud Tucker, breach
of peace; Sech Tucker and Clair An-
derson disturbing public worship;
leraek Stevenson. Gus Crew, Alfred
Henly, Sam Henly George Pool, Jas.
Neely, gaming; Burnley Jones, wil-
fully injuring vegetable; of another;
Mason Keebler, adultery:" John Jor-
dan, carrying concealed a deadly
weapon; John R. Thompson, unlaw-
fully working upon public roads of
county;
APRIL 4—Tommy Johnson, gam-
ing; Clarence Fry, Albert Jett, Rob-
ert Gloss and Walter Grimes, gam-
ing; Joe Wailer, running horse on
public highway; George Collierefur-
teething liquor to a mirior; Frank Ste-
venson, Walter Taylor, Chas. Hill,
March Is a Trying Month.
"Nor love, nor honor, wealth nor
power,
Can give the heart a cheerful hour,
lir"sna-1114*-"letb-ew•glaus-es- wdigami..aa'imaiwatiaersaas.swonasa-as ormaa..41
1
and E. L. Mohun-111
iOzment andWood
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The New Store's Display 
of Easter and Confirmation
Suits for Boys is Large.
It is easy to (Lid what you mothers
want for your boys in our Children's
Department for Easter, confirmation
or general wear.
Last week we sent away a host of
satisfied mothers, and this week, just
before Easter, we are planning for
our busiest week.
We have assembled a large line of
the best offerings of some of the lead-
ing makers in the country, and there-
fore are showing you such a compre-
hensive display that we know you
will find just what you want.
Gray and brown, overplaids, shep-
herd plaids, neat stripes, blues and
blacks, linens, flannels, fancy pat-
terns—just anything you want in
-fabrics, and the Peter Pans, Russian
Blouses, Sailor Suits, Norfolks—every
style finds natural place here.
Our prices are from $3.50 to $10,
and you get the best. value your
money will buy anywhere.
It is a pleasure to show you our
displays any time.
1
1
Ilte:Mtwon.co:
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John Dye, Andy Stewart, George
Callian, gaming.
AP-RIL 5—Newt Thomas, breach
of 'peace; Virgil Holcombe, grand lar-
ceny; C. C. Malone and H. G. Parks,
breach of peace; Herman Mathis,
Will Baler, escaping from jail; I. C.
R. R., nuisance.
DISSENSIONS MOSE.
All of Western Conductors Will Not
- Walk Out on Strike Order.
Chicago, March 24.—It Is declared
that in case a strike is ordered by the
Brotherhood of Railway Conductors,
as the result of negotiations now
pending with the ralleroads for short-
er hours and increased pay, the con-
ductors of the Ohieago and' North-
western railroad will ref nee to go out.
It is also asserted that the conduc-
tors on other roads will remain at
work. It is said that Geand Chief
Garretson has admitted that the
Northwestern Conduces's s will not go
out, but denies that the men on any
other line will decline to obey the or-
ders of the erganization.
A final meeting between the con-
ductors and the trainmen and the
general managers we; be held tomor-
row, when the resale of the vote re-
cently taken by the men is known. It
is conceded by the leaders of the con-
ductors and trainmen that a strike Is
improbable, even if the general man-
agers do not concede the demand, of
the men. e
UNWRITTEN LAW.
Is Passed Up By Court of Texas In
Murder Case.
Fort Worth. Tex. Mat-oh U.—At
Graham, Tex., Fix Stuart, a wealthy
cattleman shot and killed Clint Ruth-When health is lost. Be timely 'flee, erford. another rie.h cattleman, onWith health all taste of pleasure jaeusery 17 last. Stewart pleaded theflies."
March is conceded by local phy-
sician% to be the worst month in the Rutherford dragged her from heryear In Paducah, in the point of the horse and made an Mutating proposalextent-of sickness. The quick changes t0 ,her. She says she bold her 'bus-in the temperature, warm one day, band of the occurrence on'the daychilly, with penetrating winds the 
he killed Rutherford. 'En empanel-next -affect the physical condition 
ling the jury each talesman was asked
probably more than any season of the 
if
 .en would bind himself to try the
year.
The only safeguard therefore is to 
case on the law given him by the
court the verdict of the jury was
get yourself in good condition. The
guilty and Stewart's punishment Is
liver, the blood, the kidneys, the
assessed at five years in the pentten.
skin should ‘e in first class order ori
teary. This is the first conviction of
you can not stand the trying month.'
record in Texas where the unwritten
Osteopathy, quickly naturally re-i
law was pleaded and an offense under
store any disarrangement to any of,
these essentials of good health. Tatia
'be alatealod•
it proven by witnesses. The clew willtorpid liver, the disordered kidneys,
the poor blood supply or circulation
readily yield to its health giving
methods
The treatment Is simplicity itself,
sane, rational, without the use of
harmful drugs. It cures by scientif-
ic manlpulatIon to restore the normal
functions to each organ. It recog-
nizes, appreciates and uses proper
diet, air, water, exercise and other
natural hygienic measures, too.
A trite saying is "Seeing is believ-
ing," so I aaall be pleased to refer
you, if eon are interested, to any num
her of people you know %sell Who can
attest to the virtues of the treatment
in liver, stomach, towels, rbetonatie,
asthma, malaria, neuralgia and
nervous condition.
Call me at 1407 or call at my office,
516 Broadway, at any time between
9 and 12 a. um. or 2 and 5 p. m. Dr.
G. B. From.. '
unwritten law, and on the stand his
wife swore that. on July 6, 190e,
AT METROPOLIS.
Two Couplet; Are United in Wedlock
—Want Levee Finferced.
Wi/liam P. MantlfeC, 21 years old,
a ship carpenter, and Joele Pearl, 18
years old, both of Paducah, weep mar-
ried. yesterday by 'equine Liggett at
Metropolis. Today Robert H. Atkin-
son, of Hardinsburg, took to himself
his third wife in the person of May
S. Atkinson. of Brownsville, 'Squire
laggett officiating,
Members of the Methodist (hurt*
met at the ohnach last night and
adoptea resolution* calling on Mayor
Elliott to enforce the closing ordi-
nonce.
—
The Tees itsit a Man list the earl ler
It is for him to Crumble.
MISSIONIEETING
(Conclulad from First Page.)
Mooeer, alms. J, B. Alston, MTS. H.
B. Johnston, Ides. W. W, Cowden,
Mrs. William Robertson, M.re. Ed
Ligon, MTS. Carrie Smith, • Mrs, Ed
Clemenets, Mrs. F. A. Mclearteth, Miss
Lulu Jotter, Mrs. Thomas George,
Mrs. S. da Roach, Mrs. George Tan-
ner, Mrs. Ida Hatch, Mira J. G. Mitch-
ell, Mrs. J. C. Sweeney, Mrs. Jowell
Porte, 'Mrs. R. L, Aken, Mrs. I. Bs
Cantrell, .M.iss. D. B. Burnett, Ml's
Bessie trim, Mese Nannie Wttt, Miss
Massie Martin, aUsa Ruble Diggs,
Mrs, F. W. Scott, Mrs. J. 0. Hall,
Mrs. J. S. Moores, airs. 0. C T well,
The visitors are: Miss Fannie TIPP,
Mrs. Sue Coppidge, 'Mrs. M. B. Mc-
Connell, Mrs. A. Thomas, Mrs. L. S.
Wood, airs. J. S. Cole, Mrs. B. Har-
mon, Miss Mabel Head, Mrs. J. W.
efecoy, MTS. W. L. Ikeborg, Mrs.
Clough Waterlield.
The following ministers are here:
A. B. Jones, of Jackson, Tenn.; J. M.
Moore, of Nashville; R. N. Walker,
lerrion City; T. J. Newell, Browns,
villa; J. D. Oanaday, Memphis; G. T.
Strilivan, Pares; L. T. Ward, Collier-
ville, Tenn.; Coast Waterfield, May-
field; W. J. McCoy, 'Martin. .
The delegates went direct from the
station to the "Primble street church,
where lunch was ready for them.
Noonday lunch will be served at the
church every day by the Methodist
women of Paducah.
The Program.
The program tonight is:
Song iervice by choir and announce-
ments by the Rev. G. W. Banks.
Solo by Mrs. Lela Wade Lewis.
Prayer—Dr. J. W. Blackard.
Address of wekome--Mrs. Eva J.
Washburn.
Response—Mrs. W. C. Sellars.
Music by quartet.
kennel sermon—The Rev, G. W.
Banks.
Tomorrow the order of business
will be:
Fraternal greetings from other soci-
eties,
Roll cell and introduction of officers:
Introduction of visitors and Pages.
l .
Annual report.
Mom Lang.
Testimonies.
President's paper, "The King's Cuteb r.
Applicationseare..  for ald.
Report of board meeting.
Paper. Emigration- Mrs. J. T..Whe
dom.
Character aketraes of some workers
In the conference— Mrs. J.
Roberts.
Report of vice-president —Mrs. J.
H. Evans.
Paper, "Work of the Young People"
' W. L. Rehberg.
Devotional, led by the Rev. W. T.
Afternoon.
Report of committee on memoirs.
Solo—Miss Julia Scott.
Report of vice-president—Mrs. V. D.
Humphreys.
Report of Memphis district—Mrs. E.
B. Ramsey.
Exercises by the Florence
Brigade.
Recitation— Visa Martha Tuggle, of
Memphis.
`Report of corresponding secretary—
airs. Ross Witherspoon.
5,5
Meacaem
Report of supply department— Mrs.
A. S. Carpenter.
Report of Paducah district— Mrs.
E. E. Brelsford.
Press work—Mrs. 13, M. Patterson.
Jackson district—Mrs. J. W. Bonds.
Auxiliaries.
Exhibition of Home Mission Tree--
The Rev. J. D. CanadaY.
Query box—Mrs. E. B. Ramsey.
Night. 
eViolin solo music by choir,
Cornet solo.
Song—Miss Julia Scott.
Address, "Facing the Future"—The
Rev. J. M. Moore, editor of Chris-
tian Advocate,
DEWEY TO RENT HIM GIFT HOME.
Wife's More Commodionts and (tOM..
fortable House to Be Occupied,
Washington, D. C., March 24.—
Admiral and Mrs. George Dewey have
decided to move from their residence
at 1747 Rhode Island avenue, to Mrs.
Dewey's old home, at Sixteenth and
K streets. They will rent the house
they now occupy. The house was pre-
sented to the admiral by a large num-
ber of Americana as an appreciation
of the valor be displayed in the bat-
tle of Manila ,bay. It was large
enough for the bachelor state the ad-
miral was in when it was offered to
him, but is entirely too small for
himself and his wife, especially in
view of the large social demands
made upon them. Moreover, the
house never has been satisfactory,
and it has been occupied merely be-
cause of Admiral 1)ewey's desire to
show his appreelatiOn of the kendness,of those who contributed to its pur-
chase. Mei. Dewey's home, at Six-teenth and K streets, Is much more
commodious and comfortable, andwill enable the admiral and Mrs.
Dewey to arrange social functions iukeeping with their wishes.
CITY CONIPBOM181.>4.
General -Electric f'ompany Pars 111804
PennItlea
Penalties were paid the city by theGeneral Electric company for delaysin Shipping machinery for the citylighting plant, amomatiag to 3204.The city lighting plant was greatlyinconvenienced by the failure of theglobes and other portions of machin-ery to arrive oil time sod the fixedamount of damages by She board ofpublic works was $9•66. The recom-mendations for a settlement of theSecormt. $3,3141, will be made at t'hiBeat meeting of the general council-.Mr. Alley, representing tap e:eeariecompany, personally made the com-promise with City Solicitor !Camp-bell, acting for the finance committee.
SEWER WORK.
Has Progreesed to Point Where (Sanepletion of Mains Is Predicted.Work on the main sewer of deetrict No. 2 ha e progressed no far thatpreelection' of Rs completion within amonth is poolrible. The trench asnearly to Jefferson street on Twelfthstreet. It will he run out JeffereonWest to Thirteenth street and thence40 Clay street. Atrother nine will ex-Lead out Kentucky avenue to a pointeven with the end of ThirteenthSetae. After that is completed lat-erals will be run on the ftstersectingstreets.
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LOCAL NEWS
-For Dr. Pendley, Hag 41e.
-For C,opeland's etable phone 100
-Dr. Gilbert, osteopath, 40e%
Broadway. Phone 196.
-Drink Belvedere, the master
brew.
-Motzos, Motzos, MOtzos at Jake
Biederman Grocery& Baking Co.
-Belvedere draugtut beer on tap
at the Palmer House bar.
-Wedding invitations, announce-
meats and every character of en-
graved work is given careful, person-
al attention at the Ben JO') office.
-You know your calling cards
are correct when they come from the
Sun office. Script cards and plate,
$1.5'e a hundred; the Old English at
$3.00.
-Belvedere beer is a home pro-
duct. Remember that.
--Commencing at once, all ice
cream delivered at residences will be
sent C. 0. D. H. G. Thompson.
-If you haven't time to go home
for dinner try Whitehead's 25c din-
ner, 215 Broadway.
-Miss Runge Stenographer and
Notary Poblic, Palmer House lobby.Phone 14
-Fine carnations at 5e1c per dozen
at Brunson's 529 Broadway.
-City subscribers to the Daily
Sun who wish the delivery of their
papers stopped must notify our col-
lectors or make their requests di-
rect to Tn. Sun office. No attention
will be pail to such orders when
given to our carriers. Sun Pub. Co.
-Drink Belvedere the Paducah
beer.
-Old vehicles made like new. Oar-
riages and wagons built to order. Re-
pairing, painting, trimming, rubber
tire., etc., at Sexton's Sign Works,
Sixteefith and Madison. Phone 401.
-Mottos, Mottns, Motzos at Jake
Biederman Grocery& Baking Co.
-Don't forget the Easter ball to
be given by the Evergreen Grove at
Red Men's hall Monday, April 1st
Admission 50 cents.
---We give you better carriage and
better service for the money, than
is given by any transfer company in
America. Fine carriages for special
occasions on abort notice, also ele-
gant livery rigs. Palmer Transfer Co.
-Just 'received, Spaulding's new
baseball guide for 19.09.- R. D. Clem-
ents & On.
-Motzos, Moisos Mottos at Jake
Biederman Grocery& Baking Co.
ASSISTANT PRINCIPAL
SECURES _FINK POSITION.
Word line been received here that
Prof. George F. MiCer, who resigned
the position of 'statists/A principal of
the High school which paid Ir.5, has
been elected to a Position elsewhere
at a nary of $85. Professor Miller
is an eseellent instructor and a
wilt:early man.
iTirrix SUSIE CA B lasL
DISIAWAT Kit SHOULDEIR•
Little Miss Suele Catlett, daughter
of Mrs. W. N. Oabelq, of Madison
street, fell yesterday 'and dielocated
her left shoulder. She was p:aying
during recess at St. Mary's academ
on North Fifth street and slipped
and fell on her shoulder.
•
Rig Salt Block Burnt..
I u toh beton , Kan., March 26.-
The Morton salt block belonging to
the Hutehineon Salt company, the so-
called wait trine, is said to be the
+largent ,salt block in the world, wee
destroyed by fire last sight. The toes
Is eirtinvated at half a mielion. The
lire started from The gxploelon of a
coal oil lamp.
Miss E. L. Lamb Thee.
Miss E. L. Lamb died yesterday
morning at 9 o'clock of consumption,
at her home in ilymsonia, Graves
county. She was 30 rears old and
had been ill about two months. One
brother •nd a sister survive her. The
banal took place today at the Clark's
river cemetery in Graves county. I
WILL APPEAL DECISION TO
CIRCUIT COURT OF APPEALS
After a conference of attorneys, it
has been decided by City Solicitor
James Campbell, Jr., and Hon. Hal
S. Corbett special counsel, to appeal
from the decision of Judge Evans of
the federal court, overrullag the de-
murrer of the city of Paducah in the
suit with the Cumberland Telephone
company. The point will be taken to
the United States circuit court of
appeals at Cincinnati,.
WAS -BS ASSAULTED,
OR IS IT HALLUCINATION?
Police are mystified by the decla-
ration of E. Brandt, a painter, of Vir-
ginia who Was arrested yesterday for
being drunk. He is at Riverside hos-
pital and said he was struck on the
head, There is no wound. He has
been drunk at Mayfield several days.
A :odge to which he eelongs in Vir-
ginia, lias been wired for information
concerning 'him.
-
.1. R. ROBERTS
POSTPONES RE-OPENING.
Owing to an unexpected delay in
the receipt of some of his choicest
spring goods, Mr. John R. Roberts
announces that he will be unable to
have the Re-Opening Sale Wednes-
day, which was announced in yester-
day's SUN. It is expected, however,
that all arrangements may be com-
pleted in time for the Re-Opening
sale in a day or two. Watch for an-
nouncement later.
BANK a/MATIONS.
Washington, March 26.-
The comptrolier of the currency
hex issued a call for reports of
the condition of national banks
at. the close of business Friday,
March =3.
HIGH SCHOOL SENIORS
CHANGE CLASS COLORS
The senior class of the High
school held a meeting this morning
after the noon dismissal and chang-
ed the class colors from crimson and
white to black and gold. Seeveral
weeks ago the class ordered their
class pins, but the manufactures
were enable to make the pins with
the former colors so the class decid-
ed on black and gold.
Notice.
Ingleside Rebecah lodge No. 17, T.
0. 0. F. will meet Weinesday,March
27, at their ball, Fifth and Broad-
way. The degree will be conferred on
several 'candidates and all members
are urged to be presnte
THERESA DAVIS, N. G.
LAURA DAVIS, Seey.
aIrmihoniarogameditm•ohreiam
PEOPLE
OP SOCIAL EVENTS
Mr=
Attractive Features or the
Flower Carnival.
Especially attractive features of
the Carnival of Flowers to be given
April 5. at the Kentucky theater for
the D. A. R. Memorial Fountain Thursday In the office of Harth and
fund, will be the three solo dances. Rush at the Fraternity building.
Little Miss Susan Porter Sieeth,three This display is quite aa elaborate
one Ad will include handkerchiefs
years old, will have a doll dance
that will captivate the audience. she 
of every sort and size. Some are
from foreign countries and nearly
every state of the union is repre-
sented. The pretty collection is well
worth seeing.
go up in the mountalas of Kentucky
and pass from place to place, doing
untold good. It is a Very beautiful
work and the Delphic club has been
much interested in making up the li-
brary that will go in its name.
will be in costume and the .doll is
almost as large as the tiny maiden
herself. Miss Charlotte Wheeler will
dance a pretty flag figure as a solo
feature. And Miss Mildred Orme in
Spanish costume, will give a grace-
ful Spanish dance.
In evidence of the decided interest
that is being taken in the event the
four boxes have all been sold. One
will be occupied by Mayor D. A.
Yeiser and the board of aldermen,
snowing that the administration is in
hearty sympathy with the D. A. R.
movement to put fountains through-
out the city.
W. C. T. U.
The W. C. T. U. will meet Thurs-
day afternoon ai 3 o'clock in the lect-
ure room of tile First Baptist church.
The subject for consideration will be
"Siebba t h Obser va n se. • '
Mrs. °rouse, superintendent
of this depagetment, will conduct the
service. The public is cordially in,
sited.
Pretty Honor to Paducah Bride in
California,
The San Bernardino, Cal., Daily
Sun in its issue of March 20, gives
an elaborate account of a pretty re-
ception introducing Mrs. Oscar Bert
rand Jones, formerly Miss Kate Rich-
ardson, of Paducah, , in that city,
which in part is as follows:
"Yesterday afternoon from 2 to 6,
Mrs. Harry Everett Jones, of 4/44
G street, received about 60 ladies,
who were presented to Mrs. Oscar
Bertrand Jones, the charming bride,
who arrived last week from her Ken-
tucky 'home, and whose personality
has made a delightful impression on
all who have met her in this city,
which is to be her future home.
Among the ladies assisting Mrs. Har-
ry Jones, was Mrs. Lucy W. Jones.
Master Paul Jcnes gallantly received
the guests at the door. A wealth of
bridal wreath was used in the par-
lors. Cream and white roses iwere
the other flowers used. In the recep-
tion hall the punch table was dain-
tily decorated in smilax and bridal
wreath. White and yellow formed
the pleasing colore scheme in the
dining room where white sweet peas,
for, gloves and yellow margeurites
were gracefully arranged. In the
delicious ices and dainty refresh-
ments the same color motif prevail-
ed. An informal musical program was
rendered during the afternoon. In
the evening Mr. and Mrs. Harry
Jones entertained the ladies of the
receiving party and gentlemen at a
dinner. The table decorations were
pink sweet peas. Covers were laid
for twelve.
Delphic Chile
The Delphic club met this morning
at the Carnegie library., It was an
Interesting meeting. "The Spanish
Schools of Painting's  was agreeably
discussed by Mrs.
Morrow. "Modern Art In
Goya, Fortuny, and Villegas" was
featured by Miss Ethel Morrow,
The Delphic club has about com-
pleted the case of GO books, which
form a "Traveling Library", sent out
under the auspices of the Woman's
Federation of clnbs. These libraries
The Rise of Jimmie Johnson.
il
Vill.-JAMES JOHNSON, BENEDICT.
Didn't have to ADVERTISE to get himself • wife-Senior Partner Jenkins' daughter soon was his fc- life.lee-kens then retiring, "Jones & Johnsen" was the styleADVERTISED in papers and exploited •II the while.
The prior of a want ad. Is one rent a word for one insertion
cents a word for three insertions, cam!, to accompany the order.
and two
Pretty Easter Flazar.
The Church Furnishing society of
the First Christian church will have
an Easter Handkercief bazar on
Mr. .1. leu, Foley, of Lola, Ky., Is in
the city today on businees.
Mrs. B. B. Gri filth arid children
have returned from a visit to their
former home at Sharpe.
Dr. J. Sullivan, of Dublin, is in the
City today on business.
Miss Ruth Parker went to 'Mayfield
yesterday to visit.
Mrs. John C. Maret and daughter,
Miss Evelyn, and son Frank, have re-
turned from St. Louie, where they
accompanied home Me. James Maret,
who has been attending college there.
Mrs. Judge King, of Clarksville,
Tenn., arrived yesterday to visit her
daughter, Mrs. Gus G. Singleton, of
North Sixth street.
Mr. J. H. Lord, of Chicago, presi-
dent of the Ayer-'Lord Tie company,
is visiting his Paducah manager, Cap-
tain Henry Baker.
Mr. C. el. Budd, of Memphis is In
the city. -
Mr. Nat J. Brooks, of Loularille, is
in the city.
Mrs. Jacob Wallerstein will return
Sunday from Frankfort.
Mr. John D. Smith left yesterday
at noon for Eddy-vele to assume the
clerkship of the Wench penitentiary.
Mrs. Lee Orurnbaugh left last eve-
ntng for Memphis, after visiting the
fatuity of Mr. G. C. Crumbaugt, of
North Seventh Street. Her little
daughter Alice. accompanied her, the
other children remaining until the
residence is ready in Memphis. •
ellitss Lizzie Mansfield has returned
from Fulton, where she visited Mrs.
Walter Mansfield.
Mrs. Harry V. McChesney and child
of Frankfort, passed through yester-
day en route home after visiting Mr.
and Mrs. Theodore Premien, of Smith-
land.
Mrs. Maud Blanchard, of Boston,
will arrive about April 15 to visit
Mrs. H. S. Wells.
Mr. and MTS. Oscar L, Gregory
have returned from Chicago and
Nashville.
Mrs. Frank Hoover has returned
from Sharon, Tenn.
Mrs. Belle Curd has returned from
Mayfield.
Mrs. Luna Baker, of Mayfield, Is
eiseting Mrs. W. A. Berry, of North
Seventh street,
Miss Mary Bolling will 'return
Thursday from Columbus, Mies, andMemphis.
Mr. Edward Tyree has gone to
Oak Level, Ky., to attend the bed-side of his father, who is reporteddying.
Mr. James Hodge, of Henderson,was in the city last night and to-day.
Miss hartie Belt is visiting MissAnnie. Hughes Neil Thompson, on South *Sirtb street.Spat* In Mrs. T. A. Clark, of North Ninth
street, has returned from St. 'Louis.
Mr. and Mrs. H. R. Lindsey andMiss Nell Bafry left yesterday after-noon for San Antonio, Tex., andMexico.
Miss Mary Barry left yesterdaymorning for a ten days' visit to MissHelen Lee Brooks, of Louisville.
Mr. and MTS. Dave Murphy, of Ks-
vii, are the guests of Circuit Clerk
Joe A. Miller.
Mrs. J. H. Vogt, of 1326 South
Eighth street, Is ill of malaria.
Mies Ida Young, of 914 South
Eleventh street, is convalescing froman attac kof nvalaria.
-Sties Jettie Harper! or 921  South
Eleventh street, is convalescing from
a serious Einem.
Mrs. J. 8. Goodman and Mies
Ed wards bare returned from "Sr.
Louis.
Mee. G. W. Burley, of Smithland,Is the, guest of the family of Cts.ptieln
W. If. 'Edwards, of Washington
street.
and MTS. tRobert Thompson
are visiting Mr. and Mrs. J. W.
Hocker in Mayfield.
Mee Lizzie Herder returned yester-
day from Mayfield, where she visitedher deter, Mrs. Ella Wylie,
Miss Amy Levy, of St. Louis, Is
visiting Mrs. Jacob Wallersteln, 221North Fourth street. •
Miss Kate Kortz left this morning
for her home In Owenaboro after vis-
iting the Misses Larkin on SouthSixth street.
IN THE COURTS
••.• supomomosp•mrpo •••••••/..
ln Bankruptcy.
William J Whitehead, the restau-
rant proprietor, )eeterdray filed a pe-
tition in bankruptcy, scheduling lia-
bilities to the amount of $1,904 with
assets listed at $1,600. The restau-
rant will continue open.
No agreement has been reached
with the .creditors of the bankrupt
Michaelson estate for a composition.
B. Michaelson made bond yesterday
to pay $3,600 for the stock, but this
was not accepted. The stock will be
sold by the trustee thureday.
Deeds Filed. •
Daisy Gipson and Nute Gipson to
John Herndon, property in Mc-
C r ac keu county, $21011.
James C. Utterback and wife to
James Campbell, Jr., and wife, prop-
art) in the Afton Heights in Arroadia.
for $5 and otter considerations.
ROUMANIAN TROUBLE,
Peasants Are Temporarily Beyond
Control or Government,
Bucharest, March 26.- That therevolted peasants of Roumania areat :east temporarily beyond the con-trol of the government forces in the'field Is amply evidenced by the sto-ries of pillaging and incendetrismcoming in from all parts of Moldaviaand VValacha. There have been sev-eral serious conflicts between peas-
ants and troops, notably at Recess,
in the district of Valeui, where 2,-000 peasants armed with rifles and
revolvers attacked a compa,w ofsoldiers. The troops fir severalvolleys killing 40 p is and
wounding large numbers, but the sol-
diers wer, so greatly outnumbered
that thy finally were obliged to re-treat.
SOUTHERN PEANUT CO.
Is Dismissed in Pollee Court On
Charge of Nuisance.
Prosecution of the Southern Pea-
nut company for the alleged mainte-
nance of a nuisance, consisting of
the dust from its factory, First and
Washington streets, was dropped in
the police court this morning. Su-
perintendent Holmes, of the Padu-
cah Water company, and other neigh-
bors are the prosecutors. A suit is
pending in the circuit court and the
peanut company has filed a petition
praying for an injunction restraining
the prosecution. It was this proceed-
ing that headed off police court ac-
tion. The plaintiffs complain that
dust from the peanut plant makes it
unhealthful and disagreeable in the
neighborhood.
DRUMHEAD COURT.MARTLVIA •
Is Considered and Denounced By the
Downs.
St. Petersburg, March 26.- The
question of drumhead court-martials,
the institution of which forms the
bitterest grievance of the Liberals
against the Stolypin ministry, was
raised in the lower houee of parlia-
ment today on a motion of the Con-
stitutional Democrats for the ap-
pointment of a committee to draft
and submit immediately a bill pro-
viding for the abolition of this sum-
mary procedure.
Mrs. Mary Beadle!" Ill.
Mrs. Mary E. Beadles, one of the
pioneer residents of Paducah and a
well known and popular woman, is
very ill at her home. 209 North
Fifth. street. She became unconscious
yesterday and there is no Impeove-
ment in her condition today. She
had been ill for several weeks but
was better until Sunday she had a
relapse and has. been sinking since.
While Mrs. Beadles is possessed of a
vigorous vitality her age, 83 yeers.
Is against her. Her two daughters,
Mrs. James S. Wilhelm, of Paducah,
and Mrs. George Rains, of Birming-
ham Ala., have been with her
throughout her illness.
HOTEL ARRIVALS.
The Palmer-J. S. Christy, St.
louts; VVI:lls Goldthwaite, StIouls;
G. Wood, Memphis, G. N. Pierce,
New Orleans; W. B. Wells, New
York; E. B. Holz, Cincinnati; J. A.
,Lamery, Evansville; M. J. Henry. St.
Louis; H. P. Kray, Rockford. Tee
W. A. Mitchh, C. P. McKitiney,Rip-
lay; I. R. Layer, Dayton 0.; H. H.
Brooks, Jackson, Tenn.; A. Pabst,
M. Louis; \V. A. Kadison, Chicago;
W. F. Atchoff, Louisville; F. 0. Bar-
ker, St. Louis.
The Belvedere-D. Fe Hunt, Cin-
cinnati: L. C. Mil'er, Van Wert; H.
P. Pool, St. Louis; F. H. Johnson,
fihilon
Physician - "The majority of myMiss Marjorie Scott Is expected on patient's are victims 6f a peculiarSaturday from a two months' stay in hallucination."Florida. 
pruggist-"Indeed' Whit is the
nature thereof'!"The honeymoon hap not ended until' Phvalcian--"Tney PPS111 to think Ishe begInts insisting that he tell her haven't any earthly use for money."1"the truth" about where he hail b 
.
een 1-Utica Observer.
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THE BEST THING
On Ice and Water,
1.1TOMA11C ST5T1M
OF REFRIGERATION
Hart is now ready to show the two
best lines of Refrigerators he has
ever brought on. Visit HART.
GEO. 0. HART & SONS CO
EAT at Whitehead's restaurant.
MITCHELLS for high-grade bicy-
cles, 326-328 South Third stzeet.
HORTON-SINE--the painters and
paperhangers. Old phone 2001.
FOR SALE-80-egg, "Banty Incu-
bator," for sale cheap. Ring 1789.
WANTgb--Good cook, 408 Wash-
ington phone 2500. ,
. FOR SALE OR RENT-Four room
house: Apply 1796 'Madison.
WANTED-To buy small
Address Horace G., box 66.
tent.
FOR Heating and Stovewood ring
437 F. Levin.
ONE nice taunt room furnished for
rent. Bath and all modern conveni-
ences. Apply 918 Broadway.
AGENTS WANTED- To sell ho-
siery and underwear. Possible buyer
in every family. Outfit free. Victoria
Mills, Ciheinnatl 0.
MY PASTURES are now ready to
receive stock. Seven miles from Pa-
ducah on Contest road. Address
John W. Roof, Lone Oak, Ky.
FOR SALE- 46 acre farm three
miles on Mayfield road. Six room
house, with good outbuildings Ad-
dress Elizabeth Metzler, Gen. Del.,
Paducah, Ky.
FOR BENT-Two brick store
mouses, Eleventh and Broadway, one
'two-story brick business house,
nairteenth and Clay. Paducah Brew-
rig company.
g gotid watch and fob
Elgin movements. Somewhere be-DRESS MAKING by Besete Carter, tween the Riverside hospital and the1031 Harrison. New phone 1238. Catholic church or on Four& orCOOK - WANTED. 317 Bonds Fifth street. Finder return to thisFourth. Chris Liebel.
FOR SALE- Barred Plymouth
Rock eggs $1 per 15. Phone 1440.
office and receive reward.
FREE EMPLOYMENT bureau. No
charges for services rendered, either
to applicant or employer of labor.FOR RENT -Furnished front Charity club, 307 Kentucky avenue,room. Apply at 509 Washington St. phone 629 office open from 9 to 13CLOTHES cleaned, pressed, re- o'clock every forenoon.paired. Jas. Duffy, Phone 959-a. FOR SALE-Barred, buff, whiteASK your grocer for Balkh & t Plymouth rock, while, brown, buff,Butz's Bread and Cakes. Telephone leghorn, silver lacen, white, buff69-a. !Wyandotte eggs. $1.00 per setting ot
15. Address Albert Bagwell. R. F. D.
No 4, Paducah, Ky. Phone 733-1.
FOR RICNT-The house on South
Seventh street this side of Dr. Red
dick's residence. possession given
in a few days. Also a fresh lunch
cow for sale. Apply to Jake Bieder-
man Grocery and Baking Co.
WANTED--Good work horse and
fresh ninth cattle. Ring old phone!
566, Jas. R. Moore.
WANTED--Good girl for general
house work in family of two. Old
phone 327.
LOST-In or near the library a
small diamond ring. Return to the
librarian and receive' reward.
FOR RENT-Third floor over
Frank Jest's barber shop, 117 N. 4thI
St. Apply F. M. Fisher, Post Office.
WANTED-For U. 5.-Army; Able-
bodied unmarried men between ages
of 21 and 35; citizens of United
States, of good character and tem-
perate habits, who can speak, readFOR RENT-- Apartment E in and write English. For informationCochran Apartments Ninth and apply to recruiting ()Meer. New Rich-Monroe. Newly papered. _ mood House, Paducah, Ky.
WANTED--$3,000 on real *MAO FOR SALE-- Just-tilfshed housein Paducah. Address L. A. E.• P. 0.
Box, 678, City.
FOR RENT --Four rooms over
Hogg's drug store, Twelfth and
Broadway. Apply at drug store.
WANTED-- Bright girl to assist
In office. Apply in own handwriting
to 00, care Sun. .
--fOR SALE or trade for horse, -41-1
one-horse exprces wagon and range.
Phone 2457. .
F URN 1-711T R E EXCH A NG4C, 20i
South Third. buys furniture and
stoves. New phone 9010-a.
tHIC-o0LC-ilt El) in Ill i fiery store
will have its opening Thursday, Fri-
day and Saturday. Ella Mitchell
proprietress.
WANTED -Young man to work on
farm, AMA/. W. .1. Boatwright, It.P. D. No. 3. Paducah, Ky., or phone
610 ring 3.
STENOGRAPHER WANTED-Ex-
perfeneed. Address A rare Sun, stat-
ing qualifications and experience and
salary expected.
--W-A-Rtref)---tosition by competent
and well acqtfainted young man. Will
consider any proposition, clerical
work preferred. Beet references. Ad-
dress X. Y., this officeI
of four rooms, reception hole. Front
and back porcirl Water in kitchen.
Half block from ear line. On 40 foot
lot. Small cash payment, balance on
monthly instalements. L. D Sanders,
President McCracken Real Estate
and Mortgage Co.. Office 31S South
Sixth street, Phone 765.
---OF-lieTEREST to :p-arties With
money-It you have any difficulty in
placing your surplus funds, write or
call on me, as 1 have a number of
applications for money in sums
from $300.00 and up with real estate
security. good Interest rates, close
Personal investigation, ail communi-
cations strictly confidential. S. T.
Randle, Loans, Real Estate and !D-
eur &ace, Room 3, Allier lea n -Ger malt
National Bank.
FOR SALE O'R EXC.-HAW:PE for
Peducah property, beautiful southern
tome IS WSCO, Texas.' Lot 126 feet
on street ear five blocks from poet-
SMes and close to best 981100111 in the
south. barge *bade trees. 'Hones
seven rooms, brit* and frame; all eon.
veniernees. Cost $7,1•041. Will sell
at a sacrifice. Mutate ideal for put-
monery trouble. Address Box 643
or call at. 224 North Eighth DDT fur-
ither
.
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vicinity. Among the hurt are Eugene ids tenderest yeernings, instinctive
Estoppey
' 
winner for the two mile imPtdees of faltie seemlna:e divineThe most eminent writers on Materm Medico, whose works are consulted as 
race at the field estimations,authorities and guides in prescribing by physicians of all the different schools of
occurred underpractice, extol, in the most positive terms, the curative virtues of each and
every ingredient entering into Dr. Pierce's Golden Medical litscovery. In fact street bridge.
it is the only medicine, put up for sale through druggists for the cure of all dis-
eases of the mucous surfaces, as nasal catarrh, throat, laryngeal, and bronchial CANDIDATE ARRESTED 36 TIMM'.affections attended by lingering, or hang-on-coughs that has any such professional --
endorsement—worth more than any amount of lay or non-professional testimonials. Nominee for Sit. Louis House of Deheuch from the use of Dr. Pierce's Golden Medical Dis- gates Has .Rentarkable Record.miracles It will not cure consumption in its tud-
r is the "Discovery" so good for a sudden St. Louis, March 26.--Frank Hes-enn , obstinate h n--on-co he, ac- soy, Democratic candidate to succeed
11)al 
 
himself as member of the house ofases accompained with wasting of flesh, night-sweats,
weak - ., r digestion with faulty assimilation, and which, if neg- 
delegates from the Twenty" second
.Gk& badly treated are apt to lend to consumption, the "Discovery" has 
ward, has been arrested 3 times dar-
pro wonderfully successful in effecting cures. ing the past ten years on charges
Besides curing all the above distressins issen compiled from nemerous standard ranging from Idling to highway rob-ailments, the-Golden Medical Discovery •• elcal works, of all the different school, bery and assault to kill.S 55 Ill for all isteees of the mucous ut practice, contain ng very numerouserr extracts from the eltin lee:mg A nolle presage' was entered today practitioners of m in the case in which Hussey wasstrongest possible
ingredient conta charged with assault to kill on Depu-
ty Sheriff Seidel; Nov.- 2, last. Inmailed free to
postal card only one instance have the policeBuffalo. N 
brought about Hussey's conviction.From th
that That was em
alcoh 
charge, whenpoi
the costs.
Meny chargesikega:nst Hussey were
ismiseed- because of "lack of eve eteled rainbows on the eye, with no
insult lila a dreary, monstrous world
eeneee• In other inetances Hussey
of mist-drip to dwell 1.n?es-eaped conviction on the plea thate
me
,5"
t,
meet. The collision
the Buena Vista
awe"
CHRONIC ULCERS I DROWNED
EXTERNAL EVIDENCE OF INTERNAL POISON t
APPEAL IN VAIN
COLOItiaD DIICKH A N D ON TIE CHARLES STAMPER ML ST GO TO
BOAT STEPS INTO RIVER. PENITENTIARY.Whenever a acre se ul.al uaae to hod, it is a sure sign of a diseasedioedition of the blood. The sore -itself is reaupty an outside evidence ofso4e internal poison, and the only way to cure it is to remove the deeptinderlying cause. Sores and Ulcers originate usually from a retention in Efforts To Rescue Him Prove Ugasthe system of bodily waste matters ard impurities. These should pass oft vuIlIug ales tie emits Fromthrough the nature' avenues of waste, but because of a sluggish condition ofthe different niensters they are retained in the system to be titkett up by theblood. This vital fluid soon becomes unhealthy or diseased, and theskin gives ivay in some weak place and a Sore or Ulcer is forme& The con-stant drainage of impurities through a sore causes it to fester, grow red andinflamed and eat deeper into the surroupding flesh, and often there is sev4iepain and some discharge. S. S. S. is the remedy for Soros apd Ulcers.
It Is nature's blood purifier, made entirely
of vtgetatele matter, known to be specifics
for all blood diseases and disorders. S. S. S.
goes down to the very bottom of the
• trouble, and removes the poison and im- ing In loading the boat and appettvgre matter, so that the sore is no longer •
fed with impurities, but is nourished and 
tug a beet and stepped aside-on thePURELY VEGETABLE
cleansed with a stream of healthy, rich gang Wank to make way for anotherblood. Then the place begins to heal new flesh is formed the inflamma- member of the crew. Ropes and planktion subsides, andashen S. S. S. has thoroughly cleansed the circulation theplace heals permanently. Special book on Sores and Ulcers and any medicaladvice desired will be sent free to all who write.
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO.. ATLANTA. GA.
American-German National Bank
capital
Surplus. and unite i'led profits 
Stoeltholdent liability 
Total 
Total resources 
DIRECTORS:
W. F. Bradshaw. of leedshaw & Bradshaw, Attorneys; J. A.
Bauer, Wholeaale Pottery; Louis F. Kolb, of Kolb Bros. & Co., •
Wholesale Drugs; H. A. Pelee, of H. A. Pieter Supply Co.; Boat
Supplies; C. F. Rieke, of C. H Rieke & Sons.Wholesale Dry Goods;
eluecue . Hermit, Supt. & Trees. Pad. 'Water Co.
GEO. tie THOMPSON, President— .
T. J. ATKINS, Vice President.
ED. le ATKINS. Cashier.
FOUN'D GUILTY FOR THIRD TIME.
— ---
)liercieree of tette Farmer titeet sone
a Life Sentence,
--
Sibley, Iowa, March 2C.—Charles
Rocker, accused of the murder of
August Schroeder, a Lyon county
farmer, lute for the third time been
found guilty of murder in. the first
degree and his uuniehment need at
ilfaa• imprisonment. The Jury went
out at mnInieht and venned a ver-
diet this afternoon - after fourteen
hours, deliberation. Rocker heard
the verdict without the least show of
emotion. The defense will file a mo-
tion for a new trial.
More than one-half the merabers of
New York City's population-2,753,-
295 persons--have deposits In the
city's savings bank.
It's a lazy man who lets his wife
do eall the worrying for the family.
DOCTOR'S ALL AGREE
THIS TIME.
Do not expect too
eovery. It will not w
sauced stages. No
attack of acute
em
dicine
ugh,
rrhal t
. N
for the
efficaciou ernedv. In
member of the crew. Ropes and
planks were thrown out to him but
he sank from sight before they
readied him. Parker had lived about
Paeucab for years and had borne—an
excehent reputation. The accident oc-
curred between Jefferson street and
Broadway just below the wharfboat.
STUDENTS KILLED
Six College Boys Meet Sudden Death
When Cars Collide.
Los Angeies, Cal., March 26.— A
special train on the Atchison, Tope-
ka and Santa Fe railway, carrying
scores of students home from an in-
tercollegiate field meet at Otaremont,
eoleded head-on with the outbound
limited No. 2 while both trains were
moving et a rapid rate, within the
city limits here last night. / Six per-
sons were killed and 17 injured., tee v-
era] fatally.
Both engines, one baggage car on
the "Overland Limited" and the
smoker en the special I were de-
tuollahed. The crash was terrific and
heard for blocks,
The dead:.
C. G. FRANKLIN, student Dither
Shy of Southern California.
A. H. EDWAiR,DS.
MAJOR C. GALL.
FRED HODGSON, student at the
Occidental colSege.
Workers at the wreck seated today
that they were convinced. that at least
two more bodiee are under the
smoker.
The injured, with few exceptions,
are residents of Los Angeles and
Jury Gives Him No Mercy, Even
Though He Informed on His
'ompanions.
Lexington, ety., March 26.— Chas.
Stamper, who has been in the Lex-
ington ,jail for about a year, await-
ing the result of the action of the
court of appeAls in his tilde. Wild be
taken to the penitentiary teenoriow
to begin a term of nine years, the
sentence.
Stamper 
having confirmed his
was one of the Stamper
brothers who, nearly two years ago,
robbed the We've Bank in Carter
County, The robbers were captured
and confined In the Carter county
jall, but had been ehere but a short
time when they broke out, and all
but -Charles Stamper escaped. The
latter refused to leave with the !met
of the gang, and next day gave the
officers information which resulted
in the recapture of his brothers and
their pals who were subsequently
convicted and given sentence of four
yearst in the penitentiary, Which they
are now serving.
Charles Stamper /was tried sepa-
rately, it being supposed that his aid
tq the officers would count In his fa-
vor, but to time surprise of the offi-
cials helots given nine years, more
than twice as heavy a penalty as the
pals he had helped to capture. He
took an appeal.
RASTER WITHIN MEN'S HEARTS.
Great Festival Part of the Nature of
Mankind.
Once more with the res'ol'ving year
comes back Easter festival celebra-
tion throughout earlier ages of the
triumph of sprtng with its genial sun-
shine, its flowers, its mating beds,
over winter with its chill arrest of
life, of color, of perfume, of 1111.13iC
Today, however, it returns, no longer
as mere literal, but symbolic festivit
season—radiant garment of a deeper
spiritual coatent. Man must have his
glorious realtn of symbols, in which
brt and Imagination live and
Move and have their being--sheideti
of lecaenation in which tabornacla
e2eem041.00
100,000.00
230,000.00
$500,000.00
$083,453.23
ors in theo ne vett n ts u cerative ch a everystages y d to this sovereign rem- . Pier srneell-edy If Its use be persevered in. In Chronic . book will beCatarrh of the Nasal passages. It is well, nding address on'while taking the "Golden Medical Dis- Dr. R. V. Pierce,coyery " for the necessary constitutional !eating the same.treatment, to cleanse the passages freely it will be learnedtwo or three times a day with Dr. Sage's Miles contain noCatarrh Remedy. This thorough course. reoti oral agents or otherof treatment generally cures the worst or injurious agents sett thatCAPPS, e made from native, medicinalIf you have bitter or bad taste in the too of great value.morning, poor or variable appetite, coated Some of the most v81(1111)14' ingredientstongite, foul breath, constipated or eel- contained In Dr. Pierce's Favorite Pre-ular bowels, feel weak, easily tired,- seription for weak, nervous. oyer-worked,pondeut, frequent headaches, pain or die- "run-down,* nervous lose debilitatedtress in "small of back," tmewing or women, were employed, long years ago,distressed feeling In stomach, 'perhaps by the Indians for similar ailments affect-naitsea, bitter or sour •ristngs" In throat ing their &peeve In face one of theafter eating, and kindred symptoms of most valuable medicinal >lane; enteringweak stemach and torpid liver, no medi-
cine will relieve you more promptly or
cure you more lermanently than Doctor
Pleneaa Golden Medical Discovery. Per-
haps only a part of the above symptoms
will be preaeut at one time and yet point
to torpid liver or biliousness; and weak
sumach. Avoid all hot bread and his-
cults, griddle cakes and other indigestible
food and take tbe, "Golden Medical De:
emery " regularly and seek to its use
until you tire elgurous and strong.
Foul, Impale blood can be made perm
by the tee of Itr. Pierced Golden Medical
Discovery. It enriches and purities the
blood thereby (erring. pimples. blotches,
eruptions and other cutaneous Onetime,
55 eczema. tan ter, or sairalet m, hives and
other manifestntioneof impure blood.
In the cure of scrofulotia swellings, en-
larged glands, open eating ulcers. or old
sores, the" Golden Medical Disedvery 'has
performed the must marvelous curet. In
caws of old sores, or open eating niters,
it is well to apply to the open wires Dr.
Pierce's All-Healing Salve, which pea-
se-mei wonderful healing potency when
used as an application to the 'tome Inoue.
junction with the use of "Golden Medical
Discovery • as a blood cleansihg consti-
tutional treatment.. If your druggist
don't happen to have the "All-Healing
salve- in stock, yon out easily procure it
by enclosing fifty-fuer cent* in postage
stamps to Dr. R. V. Pierce. 668 Wain St.,mimeo. N. y.., and It will come to you by Something else that pays teem a littlereturn peat. Most. druggists keep it as (theme' profit well be urged time you aswee aselie "Golden Medical Discovery." "jest as geed," or OVI,I) better. You canNot only does the wrapper of every hardly afford to (meet a antetheteofbottle of Dr. Pierce's Golden Medical Die- unit, t  rompositton and Without anyrevery. the famous medicine for weak particular record of cures In Once of Be.sumach. -liver or telloesneas and Pierce's ffled lollies which are or 'IcSov:sall catarrh disease. wherever keeled, , coemsateme and have a record of fortyhave printed upon It. in retie eutetah, a leers tit ruses behind them, lent termerfull-and tompleta list of all the Ingrerli- what you want end iii' the dealer's butt-ons.* composing but a Small hook has nem to supply that want. Insist spina
.ertela (ma
eine, P
P
ed in I)
Pgoe litt
ny one
'y letter.
and
l'ttle book
into the composition of Dr. Pieretas Fa-vorite Preseription was knotrn to theIndians as "Squaw-lVeed." Our knowl-edge of the uses of not a few of our mostvaluable native, medicinal pietas wasgained from the Indians.
As made up by improved and exact pro-cesses. the -Favorite Presception • is amost efficient remedy ter healing ulcers-time, regulating all, the womanly func-tions, correct i rig Meet:temente, as prolap-ses, ateeversion and retroversion, over-coming painful periods. _toning up thenerves and bringing about a perfect state
of health. Sold by all dealers in medicines.
It's an Jesuit to your intenigeoce fur adealer to eieloavor to prilm ofeepon yousome nettrum of unknnoen ,anywirLiitati Inplaee of lir. Pierce's world-famed medi-cines which are or Reimer ca5ee55-
T14 Most dealers recommend [Sr.Pierce's medicines became they knowwhat they are made of and that the In-gredients employ's' are among the mostvaluable that a rued Mine for like purposescan be made of. The same Is true of lead-ing physicfana who do net lueitste torecommend these medicines, since theyknow exactly what the) (-mottle and thattheir ingredients are the very test knownto medical science for the cure of theseveral diseases for which they are reo-onimended.
With tricky dealers It is different
Lyon'
Strictly vegetable. perfectly harmless.
Thomas Parker, a negro deck la-
borer on the Ayer & Lord tie boat
Margaret stepped off the boat yes-
terday afternoon with a cake of ice
and. was drowned before aid could
be given him. The negro was assifit-
3 peace disturbance
he was fined $5 and
was a victim of police persecution.
Hussey has been In the saloon
business with his half-brother, "Law.
ler '• Daley, w twee police record de-
feated him for the office of constable
In the recent2Novernber eleetione
SAlail VACCINE IN(NliLATION
WILL -CURE TUIERCULOSIS
Bestore Mass., Meech 26.— The
experiments with vaccine inocula-
tion as ?t remedy and cure for tuber-
culosis watch have been made fcr
'some time past by the professors of
Tufts Medical settee; and the patho-
logical department 'of the Massachm
setts General hospital have reached
such a stage as to warrant the belief
that hope can be held out to vic-
tims of the great white Mamma
The investigations have been con-
ducted with a view to obtaining a
vaccine that will so strengthen the
disease resisting properties of the
human blood that death, from tuber-
PIII0e44 in any form shall be occa-
sional instead of common.
• -It
cause of the universal, leaping, bound
lug and exulting Impulse that is an
eesentlal poet eletnene of our own na-
tures as much ma of His; as indes-
tructible a Property of our very fiber
of being as is ellsticity In that of a
rubber ball; the harder the throw to
the flinty earth, the higher the more
resilient the rebound. Indeed, is it
not we ourselves who, as vital portion
of eternal creative spirit, call out
through our own dower of high-
wrought emotion the whole a apaso n
of the rainbow's glory? The tun that
transfigures the else mere dank and
drivel-rig raindrops into ineffable
how of promise, are not we that son!
and but for the inner transfiguration
thus evoked, were it net vain to con-
centrate an endiese duration Cl so
ALLEGES
Igite
CONSPIRACY IN
Life Insurance Company
Its Former Officers.
Indianapolis, March
State Life insurance company to-
day brought suit against former Pres-
ident Sweeney and former Vice Pres-
ident Qeinn to recover $80,000 al-
leged to have been wrongfully re-
teined by them in the real estate
deal by which the Stevenson Building
passed to the company. It Is charged
that an agreement was entered into
"My 'tweet leaps up when I behold large stares and fashionable drew- s 
hetween .the Churchmane-
&SA rainbow in 'the ehyt" making :bops were flooded with Or- I
M of the property,•
So cried Wordsworth in transport der e for spring dresses. The tallorei.
of spirit. Yes, and so, thnnk God, in deeklid it would be a good time to
like traneport, cry we all of us, in strike for a better wage seale,
answering chores. Is not this be- Heretofore the tellora have worked
under a Peelle which covers six-week
periods in each season of the year.
They now demand a scale for the en-
t tee year'
The employers, Includeue. Joseph
Horne & Co. and MeCreery ifeCo., re-
fused to grant the demands of the
workmen, who walked out yesterd•ay
regardiese of the feet that dozans of
gowns for Easter Were unfinished. It
I. said that the strike is general in
several of the large cities of the ("gan-
try.
While the Pittsburg women are be-
teeming tem strike, their husbands
are ((buckling and tryin.g to figure out
hew much they will save because
their wives can't buy new gowns,
DEAL $850,000eand that W. F. Church-
inan and Sweeney and Quinn then
entered into a conspiracy to boost
the price to the company $100,0'00 of
which amount Churchman received
$30,000, Sweeney $25,000, Quints
$25,000 and Mick & Co., the real es-
tate firm, ;pane°. The payment of
$20,000 to the real estate firm as
commissions, however, is not ques-
tioned.
Sues
Old lViiman Runs a "Tiger."
Kewanee. Ill , March 26.— Mrs. /
Mary Shiblonaki. e0 years old, was
arrested here today by a United
States marshal, charged with run-
e riodical Drops fling a blithe city 'Imite She was taken to Pe-
oria
nd
 for hearing. • .Greatest known female remedy.
CAUTION nv"ffiv fl
bond kit Circular to WILLIAMS MEL, sole Agent.. t.lavgland. Ohio.
11010 BY ALM II LW.•
26— The
heirs, own-
to sell it for
A patent for paper waistcoats has
been taken out in Switzerland. They
will cost only' four cents and are said
to be warmer than a woolen gar-'
merit.
Ask any dealer for
the oldest bottled in
bond whiskey he
has in stock and you
will get either
EARLY TIMES or
JACK BEAM. It's
eight summers old.
narmigassamtawameminallailaimumar 
*wee
QUICK CLEAN
COOK
WITH
GAS
GHEAP COOLrote-Nerd Cars eneentage font feet long and
foot thick formed the wedding oak.
at a Hanover butcher's wedding,..._Jed. legal. 
./
New Shipment Just In
Th.; Senior Cigar
Sc
Havana Blossom Cigar
Sell pretty fast, don't they?
That's becteme they are meet.
right and sold right. Reserve
stock to not kept under the
counter but In a aphialle con-
Mewled humidor--they're he
the pink of condition when
APPLICATION WITHDRAWN
Habeas Corpus Proceedings Itismiesed
in Supreme Court.
Washington, March 26.--On mo-
tion of thei attorney for the regular
counsel of .Ab.ralism Rust, of San-
Francisco, the habeas (enema Proceed-
ings in illnef's belted were todtay die-
missed by the supreme court of the
United States.. The attorney mode no
exleanation of the notice, The code
ordered that the mandates in the case
issue at once.
Bunny .Molds for Easter.
OS course every housewife is plan-
ning to have some aort of frozen dee,
seri on Raster Sunday, so that the
bunny mold Is sure to appeal to
Mune interested planners who con-
stantly treat their families to stir-
lbt3u,, come to you. As to the' Some handsome mods arcquality:, Nagy of our friends
tiling they are as good /141
the "ten-centers" Fold elae-
where. Next time, get a
pocketful of SENIORS or HA-
VANA BLOSSOMS---e ten cent
smoke for a nickel. We have
a complete line of the higher-
priced standard brands, too.
GILBERT'S
Drug Store
4111 and Broadway
You Have Heard No Outcry
About the Impurities of Beer
With all the hue and 'cry about the im-
purities in foods and medicines and
liquors no,one,bas found anything-thft
suggested impurity in the good beers.
There is nothing. Belvedere complies
with all requirements of the pure food
laws of the U. S. A. and of the state of
Kentucky. It's a liquid food.
IAll the Time Drink Belve=
dere, the Paducah Beer
The Paducah Brewery Co.
Phone 408.
ABSOLUTE PURE AND WHOLESOME.
WOE, TEARS AND SIGHS;
' NO GOWNS FOR EASTER.
Pittsburg. 'March 2-6.—The taste
tenable women of Pittsburg are in an
awful plight. And there is no sign
of ireaef. Scores of the city's fairest
are suffering terrible mentai agony.
It is because the heartless teal who
construct tailor-made gowns went on
strike yesterdae. As the result there
will be but few tailored Pawns worn
in Pitt sbu-r g this Easter. lionce,
woe!
There is lots of money here end the
Mau to be had in the Easter lily de
sign, too, but where there are chil-
dren the bunny molds produce the
larger amount of merriment.
one Agent ler original A llegrettl
Candle'
Faster Observance,
Pokes, Maui hats and toques and
flats.
Illitehes and dimples, smiles and
curls.
''le girls see melting but the hat'',
.The men see nothing but the girls.
—Puck.
It the Norwich (England) rural
Connell Conneilor Watts reported a
case of a boatman who willed me'
bequeated his on Fred to RD
Veltman, who paidekehrilf creme to
Make the tratwifiTiin, at; he finagle-
V.
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Our
Prescription
Department
Holds out another advantage
to you. Ours is a brand new
store and every drug and
chemical in the stock is fresh
and full arength. Eery-
thing you would expect to
find in a first-class drug store
is here. None but Registered
Pharmacists wait on the trade,
so you are safe guarded in
every way. Our telephone
service is prompt and accurate
Won't you try it next time
S. H. Winstead
Both Phones 756.
Ditfenent,
Mrs. Gramercy--"I thoughts the
Manufacturer guaranteed your auto
free of repairs for one year "
Mrs. Park—"But that doesn't cover
tat: repairs to what we run into."—
Puck.
The floor area of St. Peter's, Rome,
Is 227,04611 square feet, being the
greatest floor area of any cathedral
in the y,orld.
Backache,
Pain in the
Hips and Groins
In most eases are direct results of
WEAK KIDNEYS and INFLAM
MATION OF THE BLADDER
The strain on the Kidneys and in
flamed membranes lining the mot
of the Bladder producing these
pains.
LAPICS
KIDNEY
GLOBES
WILL CURL IT
Two doses give relief, and one box
will curs any ordinary case of Kid-
ney or Bladder trouble. Removes
Gravel, cures Diabetes, Seminal
Emisaions, Weak and Lame Back,
Rheumatism and all irregularities
of the Kidneys and Bladder in both
men and women. Sold at 50 cent.
a box on the No Cure No Pay basis
by McPherson's drug .tore, Fourth
and Broadway, sole agents for Pa-
ducah, or sent by mail upon reeetpt
of price to Lark Medicine Co., Lee-
k-di* Ky.
IhEN AX0
l'ee Rin Id for immature
torcee.iulaniusatiout
IrritRione or ulceration
s•S SnSSn. of In nrim• meinbrapeo
reimmileConoeloc Painless, and not metric
alliliCASONRLCO. gent or polamoue.
111110111101,11 Draggloks
ISLA_ or soot lo plain wrap
by es Dram, prepaid. f.
CI OM or ab. Nor 18.7S
LAZY LIVER
Sod C aaaaa els SO geed Slab I would sea be
without them. 1 tuts troubled a greet deal with
torrid liver and headache. Now since 'More
aaaaa eta Candy Csith•rtie I feel very much better
I shall certainty recommend them to my friends
as the best tnedicine I have ever so,',."
Logo Satinet, Osborn k.U1 No. 11, rail Liver. Sank
best For
The Bowels
Plitssant. Palkaable. Potent. Tue., Good, Dangled.
Neje, Sicken, weaei or Gripe. Bo. Sas
eorn in bulk gennine tablet at s istp•O CCC.
euarenteed to cure or so., merle,' back.
Sterling Remedy Co., Chicago or N.Y. Sot
ANNUAL SALE, TEN MILLION BOXES
LoAlA
'sdinn'l
'fuse 1fi min 1,0010 nistaseN snap .toi
111101100 1001I SiN33110
•J(1 elm nof wo ant aim
du ales 3,1 'tat ow earl( (mu tioA
KILL. COUCH
ANIguRf THE LUNC8
WIT" Dr. King's
New Discovery
ONSUMPTION Price
FOR OUG1111 and 410e 6$ 00
0103 Free Tr A.
Surest bald tatuckeist Ours for all
THROAT and LUNO TROUP..
LS, or MONEY BACK.
....................
Masquerader
By KATHERINE CECIL' THURSTON,
Author el •••The Circle." Etc.
Ciavertahr. 1004, by Harper to arotb•rs
(43mattimie4 b Teelealier.Y
"Eve," be exclaimed suddenly, "if
you only knee-, if you only guessed
what I'm trying to eay"--#The perplex-
ity. the whole harassed suffering of his
mind showed in the words. Lotter, the
strong, the resourceful, the self con-
tained, was palpably, painfully at a
loss. There was almost a note of ap-
peal in the vibratios of his voice.
And Eve, standing by the fireplace,
heard and understood. In that moment
of comprehension all that had held her
silent, all the conflicting motives that
aid forbidden speech, melted away be-
fore the unconscious demand for help.
C)utetly and yet quickly she turned, her
whole face transfigured by a light that
seemed to shine from within-some-
thug siugularly soft and tender.
"There's no need to say ,anything,"
the 504d simply, "because I know."
It came quietly, as most great retie-
Allow; come. Her voice was law and
free from any excitement, her face
beautiful In Its complete unconscious-
ness of self. In that supreme moment
all her thought, all her sympathy, was
for the man-and his suffering.
To Leader there was a space of In-
credulity; then his brain slowly swung
to realization. "You know?" he re-
peated blankly. "You know?" -
Without answering, she walked to a
cabinet that !stood in the window, un-
kieked a drawer and drew out several
sheets of flimsy white paper, crumpled
In places and closely covered with
writing. Without n word she carried
them back and held them out.
•Ile took them In silence, scanned
them, then looked up.
In a long, worthless pause their eyes
met. It was its if each looked speech-
le.isly into the other's heart, seeing the
passions, the contradictions, the short-
comings, that went to the making of
both. In that silence they drew closer
together than they could have done
through a torrent of words. There
was no asking of forgiveness, no elab-
orate confession, on either Ride. In the
deep, eloquent pause they mutually
saw and mutually understood.
"When I came into the morning room
today," Eve said at last, "and saw Lil-
lian Astrupp reading that telegram
nothing could have seemed jarther
from me than the thought that I should
follow her example. It was not until
atterward--.-not until-he game into tbe
room-until I saw that you, as I be-
lieved, ha& fallen back again from
what I respected to what I- despised-
that I knew how human I really was.
As I watched them laugh and talk f
felt suddenly that I was *lone again-
terribly alone. I-I think-I believe I
was jealous; in that moment"- She
hesitated.
"Eve!" he exclaimed.
But she broke in quickly on the
word. "I felt different In that moment.
I didn't care about honor or things like
honor. After they had gone it seemed
bit me that I had missed something-
something that they possessed. Oh,
you don't know what a woman feels
when she is jealous!" Again she
paused. "It was then that the tele-
gram and the thonght of Lillian's
amused smile as she had read it came
to my mind. Feeling AS I did-acting
on what I-felt- I crossed to tbe bureau
and picked it up. In one second I had
seen enough to make It Impossible to
drew back. Oh, it may have been dis-
honorable, It may have been mean. hut
'There's no nced to suy anything," she
said 'imply.
wonder if any woman in the world
would have done otherwise! I crum-
pled up the papers just as they were
and carried them to my own room."
From the first to the lead word of
Eve'e story Loder's eyes never left her
face. Instantiy she had finished his
voice broke forth in irrepressible ques-
tion. In that wonderful apace of
time be had learned many Miters. All
his deductions, all his apprehensions,
had been scattered and disproved. Ile
had seen the true meaning of Lillian
Astrupp's amused Indifference the in-
difference of a variable, flippant na-
ture that,- robbed of any real weapon
for mischief, soon them of a game that
-promises to be too arduous. lie saw
all this sud nnderstood It with a
rapidity born of the moment; never
Useless, Then Evo reseed to speak the
luestton that broke trent him was not
aonnected with this great discovery
-was not even suggestive of it It
was something quite Immaterial to
any real issue, but' nimething that
3vereittdowed every couaideration In
die world.
"Eve," he said, "tell me your first
thought-your first thought after the
skoek and the surprise-when you re-
memlierNi me."
There was a fresh pause, but one
if very short duration; thee Eve feet ,
us glance fearlessly and frankly. The
same pride and dignity, the same in-
describable tenderness that bad re-
sponded to his first appeal, shone in
her face.'
"My first thought was a great tpank-
fulness," she said simply. "A thank-
fulness that yytt-that no man-could
ever understanae"
(To be Coateoned.)
CONSULAR EXAMINATION HELD
Tennessee Man Meads List of Ten
Successful Candidates.
Washington, March 26.— As a
result of the first examination under
the new law for appointment to the
consular service, the names of ten
successful candidates were announc-
edoto the state department today.
They have been placed on the eligi-
ble list and will be assigned to fill
vacancies now existing in the consu-
lar service, of which there are thir-
teen. Civil service rules were ob-
served except that the examination
was not competitive. The subjects on
which the candidates were required
to Imes written examination included
modern language, international, mar-
itime and commercial law and ques-
tions relating to commerce, political
economy and history.
Missed the Automobile.
A Connecticut man was knocked
down by a runaway horse and run
over on his way home from work.
Escaping unhurt, he started across
a railroad trestle to save time, was
struck by a freight engine and hurled
into a river, escaping death by a nar-
row margin. He celebrated his good
fortune by playing -a harmonica at a
christening the same night: but de-
clines to tempt fete further by tak-
ing a ride on a patwenger train.—
New Orleans Times-Democrat.
Magistrate (to prisoner)—"Miser-
able beings! Not only have you rob-
bed your employer of the fruits of
long years of labor, but you have die-
eipated it In the wildest extravagance
Prisoner---"That is true, but I could
not keep the stolen money; it weigh-
ed 'too heavily on my conscience."—
Nos Lotrisirs
But He Gets There.
Mrs. Askit—Does he mingle with
the best soeiety?
Mrs. Knockem—No; he just el-
bows and pushes and shoves.
The Lord doesn't care for your
praise unless you have the praise of
your neighbors.— Chicago News.
You can't convince a woman that
a bargain is a bargain unlesa she gets
it
CUT FLOWERS.
Choice Carnations, per dos. .... 64t
Roses, beet grade per doz. .. $1.04
Roman Hyacinthe, white, per dos. 5.-it
A choice lot of Azaleas in any
color, just, beginning to bloom.
Free delivery to any part of the
city.
SCHMA US ISKOS..
sloth obonos 192
The present that
will please as an
Easter offering is
A
KODAK
We have them in stock
from $1 to $2.' Drop in
and sec the 1907 models
Easier to manipulate than
ever.
McPHERSON'S
Drug Store.
Sole agent•If uyler's Candy.
SHORT TALKS BY
L. T. COOPER
INTERNAL PARASITES.
New Discovery has taught
thing,not least of which is
that parasites
or tape worms
as they are
called are re-
sponsible for
an immense
amount ot
suffering.
Thousands tag
these creatur-
es hate been
brought to
me by people
New Discovery
ibe completed -Faust.”
Coopers
me Many
NICK KILEZEICK
who have taken the
and 1 now know that an immense
amount of supposed stomach trouble
is caused In rearity by one of these'
parasites. A man or wonian may be
afflicted in this manner for years and,
not realize the true cause of thIlr,
suffering. When I first sold Cooper's
New Discovery I did not know that
the medicine would remove this
trouble. I have since found that it
Invariably does so. The following
letter is a fair sample of the symp-
toms as experienced by an Individual
thus affected:
"I was always tired. My stomach
bloated and the Slightest exertion
made me sick, weak and dizzy. My
appetite was variable anti a good
nights sleep was unknown to me.
When I awoke in the mornings I had
a had taste in my mouth and a coat-
ed tongue. I heard of the wonder-
ful benefits that were being deriven
from Cooper's New Discovery, and
decided to try it."
"The horrible tape worm, sixty
feet long that had been Rapping nes
life away: passed from my system
alive and squirming after I had taken
three doses. Now I havd a splendid
appetite, every trace of stomach
tronble has disappeared, and my di-
gestion is good. I sleep well and am
gaining in strength every day." Nick
Emmerick, 1344 Louis Ave., Milwau-
kee, Wing
We afe authorized agents for the
Cooper medicines. Call and Let us
tell you more about them.
W. R. M'PHERSON.
NATION WORTH $107,104,192,410.
Country's Wealth Placed at Enormous
Figure in Govermnent Report,
Washington, March 26.—The offi-
cial report just issued, by the census
bureau estimates the national wealth
in 19.04 at $107,104,192,414, as cbm-
pared with $8.8,517,3'0'6,776 in 1900.
The bulk of this wealth consists
of real property and improvements
taxed, valued in lant at $56,510,-
228,057. Railroads and their equip-
ment in 1904 were valued at $11,-
244,752,-0-040 and street railways at
$S.219.9-66,0400-; agricultural prodttct
$1,899,379,652, and manufactured
products at $7,409,29L6S8.
The report places not publie in-
debtedness in 1902 at $2,780,990,-
120, upon which the annual interest
elvarge approximated $115,20S.55R.
Total assessed valuation in 1902 is
given at $3,5.3.38,316.833. National.
state and- municipal receipts are stat-
ed at $1,7•09,113.6,5•4.0 and expendit-
ures at $1,7.04.1314,960.
Over 75 per cent of all government
receipts came from taxes on general
property and about C per cent from
liquor licenses.
TWO MEN SLAIN IN OFFICE
San Antonio Real Estate Dealer Is
Held For Double Murder,
San Jantonio, Tex., March 26
Franklin E. Smith, a prominent real
estate dealer, and Edward Revers-
dorff. his stenographer, are dead, and
E. J.Wilson, another real estate man,
Is in jail charged with murder and
assault a57,,j.lrs result of a shooting
affray It-one of the largest build-
ings,of this city today. A business
difference is assigned as the cause of
the shooting. Ilev'ersdorff was sitting
at his desk next to that of Smith
when Wilson fired. The stenographer
was shot through the heart. Three
other Shots were fired, ail striking
Smith, one passing through the
throat, -01having fata'.
Knew Their Names.
"11--- y met her had taItTI77177-T;
Ihurch, says the Youth's Companion,
to hear the evening sermon and they
orcupled seats In the gallery, where
there was more room than on the
main floor. Bobby tried not to allow
his attention to wander from the
preacher, but it did Ile seemed to
, he particularly Interested in A tam -
i lly who sat in front of him, and when
jthe sermon was aboet, half over he
whimpered to his mother:
"Mamma, I never sew those pee*,
before, but I know their name."
"Hush, deer."
"But I do." persiated Bobby
"Their name's 11111
"How do you know?"
"Every time the preacher atelSti his
text, 1 wi41 lift tip mine eras iinte
the hills,' those two ;title look at each
other and smile."
Subsequent inquiry proved that
Bobby wee right in his guess
The' ra,l• of the Belt Line road ,in
Philadelphia are CA heaviest in the
world.
CARDINALS
APPOINTED BY INSPIRATION OF
l'Ol'E, NOT BY FAVOR.
Consietory Meets April 15, But No
Americans Are to Iteceite Red
Hats.
Rome, March 26.-1esia -WA has
decided to hold a consiwtory April 15
and create six cardinals namely:
Mons. Ca Vall:arri, the patriarch of Ven-
ice; . Rifilildini, the papal nuncio
to 'Mgr. Loremazell, the ox-
pa to at Paris; Mgr. Isualdi,
'ardttiODP of Palermo: Mgr. Merrier,
archbishop cf Malince, and Mgr. Stain.
arebbietuop of Pisa. The last named
will be transferred to Rome.
James E. Quigley, archbishop of
Chicago; Thomas F. Hickey, coadie
tor bishop of Rochester; Bishop
O'Gorman, of Sioux Falls, and Arch-
bishop Salon were informed of the
approaching consistory today. It can
be said that the list of six new cardi
naSe is a disappeintment to Ameri-
cans, as the United States considers
itself entitled to liatger representa-
tion in the sat-red college than it now
has—namely: one cardinal. It is re-
lated that the United States in num-
bers, is the fourth Catholic power in
the world.
Various reaeorie are given in Vati-
can circles for the appointment of
tligse six new cardinals, and it is ex-
platned further that cardinals are not
created Go satisfy national desires,
but as a result of the inspiration of
the pontiff, who is guided by Individ-
ual merit.
Fhertly after Easter the American
archbishops here will meet and dis-
cuss the best way to augment the
Peter's pence contribution. It Is
proposed to raise these contributions
Croat $1040,0-0,0 to $1,0040,4400, making
good to this extent the losses the vat-
lean 'has sustained in France.
A Servant of the People.
Mthma
is extreme difficulty in exhaling air
from the lungs, a terrible sensation of
long, slow suffocation, caused by
uric acid irritation of the tiny pockets
in which the blood takes oxygen from
the air you breathe.
There are millions of little air
pockets in your lungs. When you
take a breath, the air enters them
through tiny openings which close
tight while the blood gives off car-
bonic acid gas, and takes up oxygen.
You then relax the muscles and
Let the exhausted air out. But if it
happens that your blood contains an
excess of uric acid, a spasm of the
muscular walls of these little air pock-
ets occurs, and the air. cannot be
expelled. Nothing can be more dis-
tressing than an attack of asthinp.
• Temporary relief is sometimes giv-
en by pungent inhalations, but asthma
is impossible to cure except by remov-
ing the cause—the uric acid. LIFE
PLANT has the power of dissolving
uric acid crystals. LIFE PLANT
passes right into the blood and gent-
ly and swiftly dissolves the uric acid
wherever it may be lodged. If you
suffer from asthma, take LIFE
PLANT; it immediately goes to
work removing the uric acid cause.
Read this proof:
I have had catarrh and asthma, and finally this
summer I had rheumatism. Although I have not
taken all of one bottle of Life Plant, yet the asthma
has left me, catarrh nearly gone, and rheumatism
better.
MRS. SUSAN DURHAM, Ray, II
Write for our helpful book—
GOOD HEALTH—which should be
in the hands of every sufferer from
disease and in every household.
Mailed free on request. •
THE LIFE PLANT CO., Canton, 0.
Song of the Buttonless Shirt.
With fingers rigid and numb.
With eyelids heavy and red,
The fellow stands by his bureau
drawer,
Scratching his swollen head:
Bing! Bang! Biff!
He goes at the drawer with a
spurt,
And stings with a voice which Is far
front sweet.
The song of the buttionless shirt.
"One, two, three!"
Out of the drawer they flya
"Four, five, six!
Not a button on one!" his cry.
He puts one over his head
And clutches it under his chin,
And tries--with some words—
fasten it on
With a measly safety pin.
HENRY MAW, JR.
REMOVED TO THIRD AND
KENTUCKY.
Book Binding, Rank Work. Legal
and Library Work a specialty.
NEW STATE HOTEL
METROPOLIS, ILL.
D. A. Halley, Prop.
Newest and best hotel in the city.
Rates $2.00. Two large Ma mid(
rooms. Bath rooms, Electric Lights.
The only centrally located Hotel is
the eity.
COMMERCUIL PATRONAGE SO-
LICITED,
Oak Dale Hotel
rc•okport,111.
Rates $1 I Day. Ertntlibg 0
Nil. I. A. Lactase, PraprIstreu.
LEE LINE STEAMERS
Plying between Memphis, Evans-
ville, Louisville, Cincinnati, t.
LOuis and Vicksburg. Leaves
Memphis every Tuesday for
Evansville. Louisville and Cin-
cinnati. Lease Cincinnati every
Wednesday for SL Louis, Mem-
phis and Vicksburg. Pass Padu-
cah going up every Thursday.
Pass Paducah going down every
Saturday.
G. F. PHILLIPS, Agent
Office Richmond House.
Telephone 66-R.
masammemegos11111111111WININIIIIIIIIHNINIO
ST. LOUIS AND TENNESSEE
RIVER PACKET COMPANY
FOR TENNESSEE RIVER.
STEAMER CLYDE
Leaves Paducah For Tennessee River
Every Wednesday at 4 p.
A. W. WRIGHT, Mastro
EUGENE ROBINSON, Clerk
This company is not responsible
for invoice charges unless collecte1
to by the der', o' the boat.
0 mother and staters. dear!
0, Mothers-in-law and wives'
It is trot the linen your wearing out,
But patience and human lives!
Please try and get busy, do;
Quit building that het or skirt
Just loug enough to let Us forget
The song of the buttonless shirt.
—Yonkers Statesman
Foolscap Paper.
What is foolscap Everybody in
the world recognizes that paper fools-
cap size means a standard measure-
ment of thirteen inches by sixteen.
yet how many can give the reason
wiry? In England the 'paper mart
was originally et crown, and when the
commonwealth was set up Cromwell
"Ray, officer, you're a servant of the was approaehedfas to what mark
public, ain't you? Well. I'm one of the should he used in the future. Iles,public, so I wanter get you to mind *i_.
, characteristic contempt forthe kid for me awhile!" !
crowns, replied: "A fool's cap;" and
WATERWAY MEN MAKE PLANS
Will Sall Down Mississippi Front Si,
Paul to New Orleans.
Washington, March 26.-- The ini-
tial meeting of the inland waterways
commission is to be held April 29.
l
Chairman Burton and W. J.MeGee of
the bureau of ethnology, who is a
members of the commission, had a
talk with the president today about
the proposed work of that body. Mr.
Burton expects the commission will
make at least one-trio-from St. Paul
down the Mississippi river to New Or-
leans.
Tit For Tat.
Sena tor Tillman was discussing
a recent quarrel among financiers.
"Theist, men threw a good of mud
at each other," he said, smiling, "and
most of the mud stuck. It was an in-
terestleg squabble. It reminded me
of an Incident In a southern jail.
"There were two prisoners in this
Jell. One was In for stealing a cow.
The other was In for stealing a
watch.
"ExerchOpg In the courtyard one
mernIng the first prisoner said
tauntingly to the other:
"'What time Is HT'
"'M' king time, was the retort."
Brooklyn Eagle.
Doreleigh (at 11:46)—Ah, Miss
you have such a sweet, retir-
ing disposition. Miss Critic (yawn-
trig)--- You flatter me, Mr. iitrr41011rbi
hut r most melee., tA A *light Indle-
poeltion to retlee.—Puck.
Goethe wa 82 years of age when cinders when The home)
down,—Danish.
so it became and remained, for at the
Restoration the matter wan overlook-
ed until too Fate to act upon the old-
mate dieeovery.
Of the tubercolisis patients treat-
ed in Pennsylvania's "Camp Sana-
torium," which was established with
the aid of the state, 75 per cent.
have either recovered or been greatly
improved.
It Is salii that from Rn to Inn tons
of boneless pork, ready for curing,ar-
rives in Glasgow daily.
so
Cut Prices in Dental Work Until
April 1st.
Gold Shell Crowns $8.50
Gold Fillings $1.00 up
Silver Fillings 75c
Partial Plates $5.00
All work guaranteed.
Cut (1.14 coupon MO and being
k with you, it Is worth $1.00.
Each person is limited to one
coupon for each Job of plate or
brittle .work only. Until after
Apirl 1, '07,
Is buti
.....,..
.... DiSNTIST. 
Dr. King Brooks .°fooling thst steals over 1111 
listen to our frieledie °Heine, 
SO
mewiwit pensively.. "memory 3.•
I It Is too 1st. to throw 'Water on the
With and Broodiway• Youth's Companion
EVANSVIIJA, PADUCAH AND
CAIRO LINE.
(Incorporated)
Evansville and Paducah Packets.
(Dishy Except Sunday.)
Steamers Joe Fowler and John S.
Hopkins, leave Paducah for Evans-
ville and way landings at 11 a. m.
Special excursion rate now in ef-
fect from Paducah to Evansville and
return, 44.0). Elegant music on the
boat. Tabl unsurpassed.
STEAMER DICK FOWLER
Leaves Patldcali for Cairo and way
landings at 8 a. m, sharpe, daily, ex-
cept Sunday. Special excursion rates
sow in effect from Paducah to Cairo
and return, with or without meals
and room. (1,-sod music and table un-
surpassed .
For further information apply to
S. A. Fowler General Pass. A gent, or
Given Fowler, City Pan. Agent, at
Fowler-Cruntbaugle & Co'a
Both nIter•- No. 32.
NEW SUBSCRIBE.
List of new subscribers added by
the East Ternuniere Telephone Oams•
pasty today:
1818—Graham, Z C., Res., 11th
and Jefferson.
1001—Horton, Wm F., Res., 200
Ilarrison.
2816-- Edwards, Mrs. Georgia
McGrew, Res., 1722 .lefferson.
1566—Greif, Henry. Res., 423
Clay St.
1443-a- Mathews, Walter, Groc.,
121S N 11th St.
We have In teocey over 3,000 sub-
scribers or five times as many as the
Independent company; outside the
city and within the county we have
63 times as many subscribers as the
Independent company. Yet It will
place a telephone In your residence
at the same rate the Independent rots
pany le supposed to charge, and pro-
vide In addition, long dittance facili-
ties which will enable you to/beell
fully fifty million people from Tool
home.
_
Memory--Sometwety of a terselsoi.l.
Oall bee for tanner intormatLes. •
ogical turn of mind em-e molted lor
Rooebery. "Whet Is meneir)?-"Nt
ter)." ,Rowebety PromPON
The Po•tastirr: "You may think it strange, but that light little poem ofrnine kept me awake three nights."
141. Vtctim: 'it is strange. ft sent me to sleep immediately."
SUIT OVER MIMED TREASURE.
liediana Farmer Seel to Have Dug Up
and Appropriated 41.30,904e
Evansville. Ind., March 26.-The
case of Walter °arson, as administra,
tor, against Jacob Zeigler, a farmer
of this county, will be resumed in the
superior court tomorrow. Carson is
Meng for the recovery of money
*het belonged to the mother and
brother of Zeigler, who died three
.years -ago.
A short time before the mother and
- brother died they came to Evansville
and drew about $341.0f04 out of the
banks, and it is supposed they buried
It in the ground on the Zeigler farm.
A few weeks ago Zeigler sent a pack-
age of money, $2,000 in all, that lead
been buried in the earth, to the
treasory department at Washington,
and got new bills for that amount.
Zeigler claims the money belonged
to his wife, who had buried it, and
that his SOD dug it up.
Carson alleges Zeigler dug up the
830.0-00 and converted it to his own
-use.
Mrs. Fairbanks 111.
Washington, March 26. -V ice
President Fairbanks hats returned to
Washington from Indiana. Mrs.
Fairbanks has been ill for several
months, making it necessary for her
to cancel. an sockei engagements. She
will return to Indianapolis with the
vise president in a few days.
-The "trouble" of reading the
ads, is the chief "trouble" about pro-
fitable shoirping-somet mem called
"bargain-hunting."
Sub/arum for the fine
CHEAP
LOW PRICED
SMALL HOMES
Near city, fertile, high, dry land, In nest neighborhood;
Have just platted into lots of about five acres each the 240 acre
(Williams) tract, joining the Pines tends on west. Bounded
next to city by Perkins Creek and Pines lands between,
Buck- er Lane Road and Ilinkleville Gravel Road. Has 4138
feet frontage on Buckner Lane Road, said road just
_grave:ed In front of this land. Has 757 feet front on
Hinkleville Gravel Road, and plat gives 40 feet cross roads
through the tract, so that each and every lot fronts either on
these grave: roads or these newly opened roads. Most of the
lots front at each end on these roads. No nicer land in Mc-
Cracken county. The 20 acres front on Ilinkleville road has
nice grove of forest trees on it and lays so as to make Ideal
residence sites.
Price on the Ilinkleville road front is $100.00 per acre, of
which $10 acre cash and balance in monthly or quarterly pay-
ments running Ilse years. All other lots $65 acre on same
terms. While these prices are uniform, there_ is difference in
desirability of lots and first customers get choice. Come
and see plat and list men who have taken dozen lots before I
could get the parcels staked off. For -home or investment lots
you -lose opportunity If you fall to take the On one lot is new
g-room house which is priced at $800 additional to cost of
and at $65 acre.
W. M. JANES
TAFT MAY FORCE
BATTLE IN OHIO
Brother Charles is Sounding
Popular Sentiment
Burton, (if Cleveland, Is Being stair.
red, and Foraker Made to Feel
• ••,,•-•‘t
• "-
Washington, March 26.- Since
President Roosevelt bag been lite n 1 Y
credited with favoring Wear' H.
Taft for preeident. the Political Pot
has been bolting over, at least it has
been in a *ate of activity seldom
witnessed so long before convention
time. With the secretary of war's
boom being furnidhed by the admin-
istration, Vice President Fairbanke
doing a few stunts at the big St. FDA-
rick's day celebration in Chicago,
Foraker bending away at the Browns-
ville inalestigatiou and laying his plans
to oapture Ohio, La Follette jump-
ing all over the country making chau-
tauqua speeches, in whist politics
plays a big pare and the other can-
didetes al: busy, with the exception
of "Uncle Joe" Cannon, who is in the
West Indies, there is something do-
ing.
Ohio, for the time teing, is the
center of interest. To capture bie
home delegation is the first and most
vital task Secretary Taft has before
him. So far the president's hand in
the matter has only increased the
bitterness between the Taft followers
and the regular organization, led by
Senators Foraker and Dick. It looks
as If the plan on the part of the ad-
ministration has been to force the
fighting and bring about a definite
alignment of forces, with the idea of
putting Senator Foraker on the de-
fensive by threatening his seat in the
senate.
Burton After Foraker's Seat,
Representative Theodore E. Bur-
ton, of Cleveland, one of the most
prominent men in -c-ongress, hes been
trotted' out as senatorial candidate.
Aside from the general plan 10 secure
the Ohio delegation for Taft, Burton
has his own ends to serve in corning
out for Foraker's toga. He reatly
wants to be senator, and it suits his
purpose erectly to put Foraker In the
position of antagonizing the preel-
dent.
But the making of Burton senator
is only incidental to the Taft move-
ment, If the old organization under
Foraker and Dick can be routed, and
to accomplish this end Foraker must
be defeated for re-election, wee and
good. But If it will be necestiary to
make Peace with the organizetloo and
assure Foraker his seat in the senate,
then Mr. Burton will net be seriously
considered and will be brushed aside.
This is undoubtedly what the ad-
ministration is aiming at in Ohio.
The president wants to force 'Foraker
and Dick into line or put' them into
such a position, by the preliminary
maneuvering, that they will be in a
mind to coneider overtures of peace.
Foraker's personal popularity is
great in (be Buckeye state. He has a
large personal following, and the rank
and file of Ohio Republicans feel a
Just pride in his prominence and tic-
comeliehments. This was shown at
the late estate convention at Dayton,
when Burton for the first time
loomed up as st leader of the opposi-
tion.
He tried to have Foraker disered-
lied for his cottese in the senate in
opposing the president, especially on
the rate hill. He raised the hortie of
indorsing the president more entity-
slastieally than Foraker, and Wail
beaten to a etandetill.
Instead of /showing symptoms of a
truce, Fonswker denounced the "favor-
ite son" plan credited to the presi-
dent; than, Is a few days, came de-
• of the Taft-Deneen story, and
the announcement, that the appoint-
ment to the new Ohio federal judge
ship had been given to an anti-Fora-
ker man. This was immediately fol-
lowed by the launching of a formal
boom for Burton for senator to suc-
ceed Foraker. And the only result,
so far, has been to muse all the nett-
ing blood in the senior senator from
Ohio, and that he is a good fighter no
one will deny.
'Still Probing Brownsville Blot.
In the meantime Senator Foraker
Is plugging at the Browneville invest-
igation. He is confident of winning
In this matter. He believes before he
Peg through he witl prove that the
itettiei eoltilers of the 2.5th infantry
d id not shoot up the Texas town, end.
further, he experts to show who real-
did the shooting.
ifet believes this is another Dreefue
care. but Instead of a single soldier
being Involved, there are 128 victims'.
The Importance of the remelt of Illie
investigation to the 01140 ~or hi
. tapperent. The chief weapon used
against him in his home state Is that
he is opposed to the president and his
policies. His failure in the present
Investigation would give Burton and
-his otter enemies a new leverege to
pry him out of his senatorial seat. If
be wins it will be a vindication teat
will go a long way to show that he
might have been right 'in other mat-
ters in which he has gone counter to
the administration, and also give les
presidential aspirations no email
bootie
,Berrick Joins Burton Boom.
In the new line-up, Gov. Herrick,
who was with Hanna and Dick, broke
away and went to the Burton opposi-
tion. This was bitterly resented by
the Dick men, as their leader had
'stepped aside to let- Herrick be nom-
inated for governor at the request of
Mr. Hanna, in the interest of har-
mony, in order to assure a solid Mo-
Kinky delegation from the Buckeye
state. Unless Burton wins, Herrick
will not be beard from In Ohio
ties for some time to come. Both
these men live in Cleveland and are
posing as the reform leaders,of the
state. An interesting development in
the Ohio situation is the pending pri-
mary election law,
Burton Being "Starred."
That the .administration is starring
Burton for the time being is shown
by the -invitation extended to him to
be one of the Taft party that is about
to sail for the Isthmus of Panama.
His mission is announced- as one of
great importance, its he has been in-
trusted with the complete reorgan-
isation of the becal government af-
fairs of the isthmus. He will also go
to Cuba and see what is needed there,
and before coming back will. visit
Porto Rico and deliver a message of
hope and encouragement to the peo-
ple there.
Charles P. Taft is handling the
practical end -of hie brother's presi-
dential boom. He is a newspaper
publisher of Cincinnati. This fact
lends -assurance that the Taft cam-
paign will not want for sinews. He
-has been actively at work for some
time, -and since the story of the con-
ference between Gov. Deneen and the
president about the Taft boom bus
been published he bas made. practi-
cally no concealment of the fact that
be is engineering a movement to
make his brother president.
Falls to Get Eimer Dover.
It is understood that he tried to
get Elmer Dover, secretary of the Re-
publican national committee, to take
this job. .tr. Dover is well up' in the
game of polite-a, although a compar-
atively young man, as he served a
good apprenticeship under the late
Senator Hantta, as private secretary
and confidential man., for a number
of years.
The last action taken by Charles
P. Taft was at Cincinnati yesterday,
when he announced that he had ask-
ed A, T. Vorrs, of Columbus, one of
the leading apt Foraker en In the
state. to discover the sentiment of
the people of Ohio toward his broth-
er's candidacy for the presidency.
This move fits in exactly with MS the
other mores that 'have been made in
rapid succoselon during the past
week for Taft, and Is the formal an-
nouncement of the war secretary's
candidacy. In the course of a week
Iii. expected that -Mr. Vorys will tell
Charles P. Taft that the people of
Ohio want his brother for president,
and the fighting will be .ia the open.
QUARANTINE CANNON AT COLON
Port Officials "Hold Up" Steamer
Bluecher With Speaker,
Colon, March 26.- The Hamburg-
American line steamer Bluecher, with
Speaker Cannon and a number of
congressmen on tear& whist sailed
front New York on 'March 5 on a
Arulee through the West Indies, ar-
rived here today and was quaran-
tined, having called at La Gurtyra,
Venezuela, where yellow fever is said
to have appeared. None of the pas-
sengers wel be allowed to land until
tomorrow.
Pious Cannte's Lenten Law,
Among the laws of ()smite in Ping
land in 1432 hunting was forbidden
on fast deo; and Sunday, and a strict
observance of Lent was enjoined, the
law quaintly reading, "If any one, by
fighting, marrying, plundering or the
commiesion of any other flagitious
crime. setae viniate the-fast to be kept
In bent, he shell pay a double corn
penbation
One of the tbings that go weenie
saying is topeechtleas amazement
RIVER NEWS
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River Stages.
Cairo 46.0 0.1
Chattanooga .. 5.9 0.2
Cincinnati ,..., 45.7 3.7
Evansvile 42.7 0.5
Florence   5.0 0.4
Johnsonville ..  13.0 0.9
Louisville 25.8 0.8
Mt. Carmel  19.8 1.8
Nashville 11.8 0.8
Pittsburg  . 8.2 1.1
St. Louis 14.5 ...
Mt. Vernon 44.7 0 2
Paducah 42.0 0.1
Burnside  3.6 0.4
Carthage  5.8 0.4
Parkersburg  11.8 8.6
fall
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The Ohio's second rise of the year
has about spent its force, the river
men are happy. The gauge today
registered 42.2, indicating a fall of
.1 labt night. This is slight, but
enough. All points above, in the
three rivers, show falling rivers, and
the fall here should be greater from
now on. The crest of the January
rise wee reached January 28th, when
the gauge registered 45.7.
Business on the eh-tart and all
along the river was aotive this morn-
ing. 'Phe Joe Fowler from Evans-
ville was in early, and got away at
14 o'clock -with big trips each way.
The Dick Fowler for Cairo and way
points had a good trip, and was out
on time.
The Joe Wheeler is at the foot of
Ohio street undergoing some repairs,
and will be ready for the return trip
to Chattanooga tonight or tomorrow.
The Memphis, out of the Tennes-
see river last night had a big freight
cargo for Padtetab and- Joppa.,_ t3:11Ie
a-ill start on the re-Turn to Waterloo
today.
The Buttorff Makes the Clarksville
end of her trips today.
The Mertlia .left for the Tennessee
river for ties for the Ayer-Lord Tie
company today.
With the fall in the rivers thetie
business will be more active now, and
the VOW Opals will find plenty of work
to do.
The Cowling Is doing it good pas-
senger and freight business these
fine days, as also is the Roes] between
here and Golconda.
"Hello, Weary! I thought you were
having a good time down In the coma-
"So I was till some misguided old
Duffer offered me work."
French Policy Needs Change.
Paris, March 2-6.-Public opinion
Is generally exercised over the assas-
sination at Morocco City of Dr.
Mauchamp, wheel it is regarded
stould be the signal for a total
change in the French policy in North
A f rice The T.esin pit urges the
abandonment of the "flabiby policy"
in Morocco. The paper reheaeses- a
long list of outrages on Frenchmen
reparation for which, it says, NUR
never exacted.
Will Seek Church Units.
Oklahoma, City, Ok., 'March e6. -
Two hundred and sixty churchmen
from the central southwestern stated
here last night formed a federation
to work for the union of the north
and south Methodist churches
throughout the country.
Will Boom Spanists Trade,
Madrid, March 2-6 ----A degree em-
bodying meamuree, intended to cut
courage Spanish trade abroad an.;
appointing agents in -South America
and Morocco has been signed by the
king
Subscribe for The Run,
Exposition Week
NEXT Sunday will be Easter, and all the weeklong will find us busy serving the boys;
each day nearer will be busier than the one be-
fore. Therefore, we suggest that you elect to
come aa <irly in the week as convenient. Ours
is a stock of Exclusive Styles-different from all
others-made expressly for us by the leading de-
signers of Boys' Clothes.
Especially for Easter offering we've crowded
three grades with an unusually large assortment
of styles in Knee Pant Suits and Reefers, all of
them unusually strong values. Staple and ex-
treme novelty effects.
>
$3.50 $5.00 $7.50
Right here, too, you can get the Hata and
Furnishing Goods they require. We're pro-
viders of everything for boys' wear.
Jean° BROADWAY
A4DUCAH If Y.'
Established 1848.
Boys' Shop
EASTER FLOWERS.
How Florists Have Learned to Time
Them to the Minute.
"One of the most interesting feat-
ures of the florist's business le the
timing of the blossoming of certain
flowers to meet the requirements for
church services on Easter," said one
of the scientists of the United States
agricultsral department.
"So cat-eft/ley have florists studied
the system that -by forcing the plants
or reGerellng Their getwth by the with
holding of water or sunshine they
ran calculate to a nicety the exact
date, sometimes far in the future.
tit:on whet certain plant wilt burst
Into blossom. Long experience In
this line has enabled the florist in
many intatances to decorate a church
with plants bearIng buds the day
prior to Easter and have them open
their blossoms on feaster mm-n I rag
To the uninitiated this statement may
appear rather farfetched. but. fort-
hurt 'has been reduced to an exact
science, which enables us to eaten
late the precise time required for the
plant to blossom after it has put forth
its first leaves. Naturally wahave to
make allowances for the condition of
the plant upon which we are experi-
menting, but only in the caste of un-
healthy specimens -are we' ever more
than a day out of the way."-Waek-
ington Star.
Benjamin Johanis
Laredo, Texas, March 26.- Re-
ports of -a mysterioustrpidemic pre-
ealent at Reynosa, Mexico, have been
given wide circulation and as high as
1-0.0 deaths are reported to have re-
sulted. Reynosa is situated in Mex-
ico, just aeross the Jjio Grande front
Hidalgo, Texas.
BUILD A NINE MAW BALLOON.
Philadelphia Pa. March 26. -
The largest balloon in America is
now being built for the Philadelphia
Aero club, of which A. N. Chandler
is president. The balloon, which will
hold 92,000 eubic feet of gas, will
be christened the "Ben" Franklin,
and Is expected to be finished in
three weeks. The basket will be ca-
pable of holding nine persona.
Washington, D. C., March 26.-
The increased emit of living has led
to the formation in this city of the
Government Clerks' 0o-operative
guild, which proposes to establish a
Viljoen, general department store, to be pat
Jameson tronized exclusively by governmentafter the letters' premature South 'clerk' in the District of Oolumhta•sAfrican raid, and later gained fame
while fighting tee British, Is now post Postal development in China hasmaster of Chamberlain, N. M. compelled a revision In the spelling,
of Chinese city names.
A great mart, to be devoted wholly
to the sale of autos and accessories is
to be bulk in London. 14 is to be an
auto.-'"Patterealls."
DID
YOU
EVER
The a.gtgregate of wealth burled
with Turkey's sultana would pay Rue
sia's national debt.
Stop to compare the efficient
telephone service of today with
the telephone as it was
before the Paducah Home
Telephone Company entered
the field ? It's better now.
WE DID IT.
Business Phones $2.50 per month
Residence Phones .$1.50 per month
BICYCLES BICYCLES
High grade, medium and cheap bicycles. We sell them-we repair them-we guarananteed them.The very latest models with all the improvements are now on our floor. Call and see them. Buynow pay later.
S. E. 'MITCHELL, - 326-328 South Third Street
